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ABSTRACT 

 

Analyzing of news truthfulness is a challenging problem in today’s era because 

there is a massive information on the social networking sites (SNS) which turns out to 

be very difficult to manually analyze. Moreover, the impact of fake or negative news is 

tremendously huge to the internet users. In this complex field, scientists use 

sophisticated computer algorithms and neural network structures to examine and 

distinguish between the truthfulness of textual content that is distributed via various 

media channels. As a result, academic research related to filtering and banning fake 

news has been highly demanding since very recent years. Although there are some 

significant results and improvements made using different feature extraction methods 

and classification algorithms it still has some gaps to meet the important necessities to 

detect fake news because each method has some biases, variances and generalization 

errors.  This research contributes to this area by using probabilistic sentiment score and 

sentence embedding, marks a significant advance forward in the accuracy of detecting 

fake news. It differs significantly from traditional approaches such as TF-IDF or bag-

of-words (BOW) representation, which frequently ignore complex semantic and 

contextual nuances. The system first implements probabilistic sentiment model to get 

probabilistic sentiment score using TF-IDF, mutual information and logistic regression 

methods. Secondly, the system applies sentence embedding method to extract semantic 

and contextual feature vectors. The system finally uses Naïve Bayes and Support Vector 

Machine classifiers based on concatenated features (Probabilistic sentiment score and 

sentence embedding feature vector) for classification process. The system performs the 

experiments upon ISOT dataset and other fake news dataset from Kaggle. The 

effectiveness of the proposed method is remarkable 99% accuracy rate, which 

outperforms other models. Moreover, the results prove that the proposed concatenated 

feature is superior not only Naïve Bayes but also Support Vector Machine classifiers. 
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         CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In today's digitalized world, the spread of information through social media[1] has 

developed extremely convenient. Anyone can create and disseminate information instantly 

with just a smartphone. The consumption of news through traditional media such as 

television and newspapers has significantly declined, giving way to the dominance of social 

media as the primary source of news for many people. However, this shift brings with it a 

major concern: the veracity of news on social media. Social media platforms are a 

combination of real and false information. While accurate news postures no problems, 

incorrect information can lead to social, economic, and political turmoil, particularly during 

time-sensitive events. The reliance on social media services has grown-up due to their 

plentiful advantages, such as facilitating social alertness, education, research, international 

connectivity, and real-time sharing of digital information. Consequently, the number of 

social media users has gradually increased over the years, playing a significant role in 

communication, establishing relationships, and expressing emotions. Significant issues 

include cyberbullying, hacking, and concerns concerning information privacy and security. 

However, one of the most pressing problems related to social media is the spread of fake 

news. Social media platforms have developed fast and available channels for spreading 

news internationally. Unfortunately, some individuals exploit this platform to disseminate 

false information for personal or social gain. Fake news can take the form of either 

misinformation (incorrect information) or disinformation (deliberately deceptive 

information)[2]. It typically purposes to deceive or mislead readers and shares similarities 

with spam messages, such limited set of words. These pieces of incorrect information often 

comprise emotionally charged content designed to influence the reader's opinion. Detecting 

false information effectively on social media postures a significant challenge that needs 

attention. 
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1.1 Fake News  

Fake news is intentionally fabricated or misleading information presented as factual 

news[3], aiming to deceive readers, viewers, or listeners[4]. It can be completely fabricated 

or manipulate actual news to fit a specific narrative, employing false statements, doctored 

media[5], misleading headlines[6], or the omission of crucial information. The proliferation 

of fake news poses significant challenges by eroding trust in media, distorting public 

discourse, and undermining the reliable flow of information. Detecting fake news is a 

layered process that contains the analysis of the news contents to determine the truth of the 

news. The news could comprise information in various formats such as text, video, image, 

etc. Combinations of different types of data make the detection process difficult.  

 

1.1.1 Impacts of Fake News  

The common dissemination of fake news can have a significant impact on society. 

Since fake news is purposely fabricated, it can be applied for personal gain, financial or 

political purposes, and to tarnish the reputation of individuals or companies [7][8]. The 

magnitude of the impact caused by fake news is deeply influenced by aspects such as the 

timing and context in which the news is created, the social status of the person behind its 

creation, and the social media platform used for its dissemination. If measures to prevent 

the early spread of fake news are not executed, society may experience negative 

consequences. 

Fake news is mainly intended to mislead readers, whereas a social media rumor refers 

to information that has not been verified for its accuracy at the time of its posting. Zubiaga 

et al. [9] defined a rumor as a circulating story that raises doubts about its veracity, 

appearing credible but hard to verify, often leading to scepticism and anxiety. Rumors can 

be true, incompletely true, or false, while fake news purposely presents false information 

in the guise of genuine news. Rumors[10] have the potential to spread misinformation or 

disinformation[11] . Detecting fake news can involve detecting similarities between fake 

news and rumors. Many methods have been proposed to detect rumors in social media. 

Typically, the problem of rumor detection is approached as a classification[12] problem 

such as a binary one.(rumor or non-rumor). 
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1.2 Problem Statements 

Fake news influences people’s perceptions. Spreading massive digital 

misinformation causes harmful effects from individuals to human society. Human readers 

difficult to accurately distinguish true from false information by just looking at these short 

pieces of information. Although there are some significant results and improvements made 

using different feature extraction methods and classification algorithms it still has some 

gaps to meet the important necessities to detect fake news because each method has some 

biases, variances and generalization errors.  

Traditional text classification algorithms often rely on N-gram and Term Frequency 

Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) as a technique to convert text into numerical 

vectors appropriate for machine learning classifiers[13][14][15]. Since text cannot be 

directly inputted into a classifier, TF-IDF is commonly used to represent the relative 

importance of words in a corpus based on their frequency of rate in documents. However, 

TF-IDF has limitations in capturing the position of words in the text, the context they 

belong to, semantic relationships, and occurrences across different documents, as it follows 

the bag-of-words (BoW) model[16]. In contrast, word embeddings offer a more nuanced 

approach by learning the positional representation of words in a vector space based on the 

surrounding words in the text. This contextual understanding becomes important for fake 

news detection, as the meaning of a word can vary depending on its context. Separating a 

word may yield a different meaning compared to considering it within a group of words in 

a paragraph. 

While probabilistic sentiment scores generated by sentiment models are commonly 

used in text classification tasks like sentiment analysis, their application in fake news 

detection studies has never been used. Additionally, the current sentiment models often use 

the TF-IDF feature representation method, which can result in high-dimensional feature 

vectors. High dimensionality can cause computational inefficiencies, increased memory 

requirements, and the curse of dimensionality in machine learning techniques. 
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1.3 Motivation of the Research  

Fake news detection is a serious challenge in today's information landscape, and 

developments in computational techniques can significantly contribute to improving the 

effectiveness of fake news detection systems. Firstly, incorporating probabilistic sentiment 

scores in fake news detection can offer valuable insights into the emotional tone and 

subjective opinions expressed within news articles. Sentiment analysis has been commonly 

used to analyze sentiments in texts, but its application in fake news detection remains 

relatively unexplored. By leveraging probabilistic sentiment scores, which go beyond 

simple positive/negative labels and capture the ambiguity related to sentiment predictions, 

a deeper understanding of the nuanced emotions can be gained present in news articles. 

This information can be leveraged to differentiate between reliable and possibly misleading 

news sources. Secondly, sentence embeddings offer a promising approach to capturing the 

contextual meaning and semantic relationships between words in a sentence. By 

representing sentences as continuous vector representations, sentence embeddings can 

capture the complex syntactic and semantic structures within news articles. Integrating 

sentence embeddings into fake news detection models can enhance their ability to classify 

subtle linguistic patterns and contextual cues that may specify the presence of misleading 

or fabricated information. Lastly, feature reduction techniques play a crucial role in 

mitigating the challenges posed by high-dimensional feature vectors. As fake news 

detection often includes processing large volumes of textual data, the dimensionality of 

feature representations can develop a computational bottleneck. Feature reduction 

techniques, such as dimensionality reduction or feature selection methods, can effectively 

reduce the dimensionality of the feature space while preserving the most informative 

features. This leads to improved computational efficiency, reduced memory requirements, 

and enhanced model performance. By combining probabilistic sentiment scores, sentence 

embeddings, and feature reduction techniques, this research purposes to develop a robust 

and efficient framework for fake news detection. The integration of these elements has the 

potential to uncover nuanced patterns, capture contextual information, and optimize the 

performance of fake news detection models. Ultimately, this research attempt seeks to 

contribute to the advancement of techniques that can effectively combat the proliferation 

of misinformation and promote the dissemination of reliable and trustworthy information. 
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1.4 The Objectives of the Research 

The main objective of this research is to enhance the accuracy of fake news 

detection system using probabilistic sentiment scores and sentence embeddings. For 

increasing the accuracy of the fake news detection model, capture semantic understanding, 

provide robust feature representation, enable contextual analysis, enhance generalization, 

and fuse multiple features have been applied in the proposed model. The following are the 

other objectives: 

Sentence embeddings offer a more compact and meaningful representation of 

sentences compared to traditional bag-of-words or TF-IDF approaches. They capture the 

semantic content of the sentence and provide a dense vector representation, which can be 

used as input for machine learning models. This enables more effective and robust feature 

representation for fake news detection.  

Probabilistic sentiment scores and sentence embeddings can help improve the 

generalization capability of the fake news detection system. By incorporating probabilistic 

sentiment scores, the detection system aims to enhance the accuracy and granularity of fake 

news detection.  

Feature reduction techniques aim to reduce the number of features in the model, 

resulting in faster training and prediction times. By eliminating or combining less 

informative features, the computational complexity of the sentiment model is reduced, 

making it more efficient. 

 

1.5 Contributions of the Research 

This research includes three main contributions which are described in the 

following paragraph: 

The first contribution to this research employs the generation of probabilistic 

sentiment scores relies on the TF-IDF feature and a pre-existing sentiment model. 

However, when working with a big vocabulary, TF-IDF often produces a high-dimensional 

and sparse vector representation which can provide challenges in terms of memory usage 

and processing performance. The information gain approach for feature reduction is thus 

integrated into the sentiment model to speed up processing time. 
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Moreover, this research employs sentence embeddings as a text feature 

representation technique which offers a more compact and meaningful representation of 

sentences compared to traditional bag-of-words or TF-IDF approaches. Secondly, this 

research examines the impact of probabilistic sentiment scores on the system for identifying 

fake news. Sentence embeddings and probabilistic sentiment scores can greatly enhance 

the effectiveness of fake news identification. Probabilistic Sentiment scores give the 

likelihood that news is fake or real during the model training, whereas sentence embeddings 

capture the semantic content and contextual data. 

The third contribution is that the system gets efficient accuracy for the detection of 

fake news using NB and SVM classifiers based on the proposed compound features 

(probabilistic sentiment score and sentence embedding features). 

 

1.6 Scope and Limitations 

 The ISOT dataset, developed by the Information Security and Object Technology 

(ISOT)[17] Research Lab, was used in this study. The dataset contains both real news 

articles and intentionally fabricated or misleading news articles, commonly referred to as 

fake news. The articles cover a range of topics and domains, reflecting the diversity of news 

sources. Each news article in the dataset is associated with a binary label indicating whether 

it is real or fake. Including datasets from more recent periods, as well as news articles from 

previous periods, would improve the model's ability to generalize and handle recently 

gathered data points.  While sentence embeddings are typically employed for training deep 

learning algorithms[18], this study applied these approaches to a machine learning 

algorithm[19].  The hyperparameters employed in the LSVM model[20] were set to default 

features since earlier research [21] did not specify the parameters used to reproduce their 

results, despite achieving the same accuracy using the 1-gram TF-IDF text representation 

technique. Any attempts to correct the hyperparameters only resulted in reduced accuracy 

across all models tested, thus they were left unchanged. 

 

1.7 Organization of the Research 

The arrangement of this research is as follows: in Chapter One, the introduction of 

the definition of fake news and their impacts on society, problem statements, motivation, 
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objectives, contribution, and scope and limitation of the thesis are described. In Chapter 

Two, the literature reviews and associated work, as well as some existing approaches that 

were also evaluated in previous research dealing with the subject are presented. In Chapter 

Three, background theory, examinations of all prior research, and implementations in the 

fields of fake news detection, word embeddings, sentence embeddings, text classification, 

and TF-IDF are explained in detail in which there are research gaps discovered. The review 

process identifies weaknesses, which then serve as the basis for framing a research topic. 

This chapter also covers data preprocessing, logistic regression, feature reduction, 

probabilistic sentiment scores, and advanced methods of detecting fake news. In Chapter 

Four, the comprehensive system architecture proposed for the fake news detection system 

is described.  The chapter initiates by providing a detailed description of the datasets used, 

emphasizing the importance of data understanding as a main objective in this section. 

Understanding data helps to comprehend why these specific data preparation and cleaning 

procedures were chosen for usage for specific datasets. This section also includes 

discussions of feature extraction such as sentence embedding with InferSent, probabilistic 

sentiment models, and combined features. Finally, Fake news detection using SVM and 

Naive classification with our proposed features is extensively displayed. In Chapter Five, 

the evaluation of results from experiments using SVM and NB are described. This section 

also discusses the effect of PSS on those classifiers for detecting fake news. Finally, a 

summary of the research and future extension of research are described in Chapter Six.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEWS  

 

In this section, the focus is on documenting the previous research conducted in the 

field of Fake news detection, mainly the studies that utilized the Linear Support Vector 

Machine and Naïve Bayes model. TF-IDF, word embedders, and sentence embedders were 

also discussed for text classification purposes. This is followed by specifying the state of 

the art and the research gaps that were identified. 

 

2.1 Fake News Detection 

The effort of identifying and classifying news items or textual information as either 

real or fake is referred to as fake news  detection." This problem falls within the realm of 

natural language processing. In order to reduce the spread of fake information and make it 

easier for people to get accurate information, the purpose of this effort is to develop 

algorithms that are capable of identifying and flagging items of fake news on their own. 

The dissemination of fake news has garnered increasing attention, particularly due to its 

use in spreading political propaganda, influencing elections, and harming individuals or 

groups. Highly sophisticated applications, or bots, are organized in networks to massively 

propagate fake news across social media platforms, utilizing various formats such as text, 

images, audio, or video files. Detecting fake news poses significant challenges, as it 

involves navigating the delicate balance between freedom of speech and the need to combat 

misinformation. Manual fact-checking is limited by its inability to keep pace with the vast 

volume of fake news spread on social media. Automation has emerged as a solution, 

employing techniques such as artificial intelligence, natural language processing, and 

blockchain to verify news content and detect fake accounts or campaigns [22][23]. 

However, the effectiveness of these algorithms remains a concern, particularly regarding 

accuracy and potential biases. 

Research indicates that human behavior contributes more to the spread of fake news 

than automated bots, emphasizing the importance of increasing societal resilience and 

media literacy. Initiatives to raise awareness and enhance media literacy can positively 
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impact data protection by empowering consumers to critically evaluate media messages 

and safeguard their personal data. 

However, there are negative foreseen impacts on data protection as well. Lack of 

transparency and legal basis in fake news detection algorithms raises concerns about 

individuals' rights to access, correct, and delete their personal data. Moreover, algorithmic 

inaccuracies and the increase in automated decision-making[24] without sufficient human 

oversight pose risks of biased results and limited accountability. 

Overall, addressing fake news requires a multi-faceted approach that combines 

technological solutions with efforts to empower individuals and enhance media literacy, 

while also ensuring transparency, accountability, and protection of personal data in the 

process. 

 

2.2 Natural Language Processing  

Natural Language Processing (NLP)is a subfield of artificial intelligence (AI) and 

computational linguistics that focuses on the interaction between computers and human 

language[25][26][27]. It involves developing algorithms and techniques to enable 

computers to understand, interpret, and generate human language in a meaningful way. 

NLP encompasses a wide range of tasks and applications related to natural language 

understanding and generation. The techniques employed in NLP often involve various 

components, including tokenization[28] (breaking text into individual words or tokens), 

part-of-speech tagging[29] (assigning grammatical labels to words), syntactic parsing[30] 

(analyzing sentence structure), semantic analysis[31] (deriving meaning), and statistical 

modelling[32] (using machine learning algorithms to make predictions or extract patterns 

from data). NLP has several applications in areas such as information retrieval[33], 

chatbots[34], virtual assistants[35], language translation[36], sentiment analysis, social 

media analysis, healthcare[37], customer support[38], fake news detection, and many more 

to enable computers to comprehend and communicate with humans in natural language. 
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2.3 Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing 

Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing (NLP) are crucial aspects of 

Artificial Intelligence (AI), gaining significant attention in recent years. NLP enhances AI 

systems, enabling them to understand and interact with users in a more intuitive manner. 

Machine learning empowers AI systems to learn from data and make predictions, 

significantly improving their performance compared to traditional hardcoded algorithms. 

Deep Learning, a subset of machine learning, centered around Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANN)[39], has shown remarkable success, particularly in NLP tasks. The 

flexibility of deep learning architectures has contributed to their widespread adoption and 

success in various applications. NLP enables computers to understand and process human 

languages, enhancing user-friendliness across numerous applications, from controlling 

electronic devices to interacting with complex systems. While NLP simplifies user 

interactions, it involves complex processing facilitated by machine learning algorithms 

working behind the scenes. 

 

2.4 Role of NLP in Machine learning 

The utilization of Natural Language Processing (NLP) in machine learning 

enhances machines' comprehension of human language. This entails several steps such as 

deciphering word structure, sentence structure, and meaning. Machine Learning serves as 

a valuable tool in each of these steps, facilitating a smoother language understanding 

process. Essentially, it involves teaching machines to improve their comprehension and 

response to natural speech and writing patterns. Below are some ways in which NLP and 

machine learning collaborate to enhance language understanding. 

 

2.4.1 Morphological Analysis 

At this stage, the computing system receives data in the form of binary code, which 

is then converted into characters using ASCII code. Tokenization, the process of identifying 

words and sentences, is the primary task in morphological analysis. Various machine 

learning and deep learning algorithms, such as Support Vector Machine and Recurrent 

Neural Network[40], are employed for tokenization. Following tokenization, affixes in 

sentences complicate matters for machines, necessitating their removal through techniques 
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like stemming or lemmatization. Algorithms like random forest[41] and decision tree[42] 

are effective in performing stemming tasks. 

 

2.4.2 Syntactic Analysis 

This phase involves checking whether a given sentence adheres to the grammar 

rules of a language. Part-of-speech tagging[43] precedes the syntactic parsing process. 

Machine learning and deep learning algorithms like random forest and recurrent neural 

network are commonly used for this purpose, with algorithms like K-nearest neighbor[44] 

also being employed for syntactic parsing. 

 

2.4.3 Semantic Analysis 

Semantic analysis involves identifying word meanings using dictionaries. However, 

ambiguity arises when the same word has multiple meanings based on the sentence context. 

Resolving this ambiguity, known as Word Sense Disambiguation, is a critical task. 

Classical classification problems like word sense disambiguation have been addressed 

using machine learning algorithms such as random forest, gradient boosting, and decision 

trees. Deep learning algorithms like recurrent neural network and convolution neural 

network have shown promising results in recent times. 

 

2.4.4 Discourse Analysis 

Instances where pronouns or subjects/objects are referred to outside the current 

context pose challenges for semantic analysis. Reference resolution tackles this problem, 

employing both machine learning and deep learning algorithms. 

 

2.4.5 Pragmatic Analysis: 

Sentences often convey implied meanings that go beyond literal interpretation. 

Detecting such deeper meanings, such as sarcasm, presents a significant challenge. Various 

machine learning and deep learning algorithms have been explored for sarcasm detection 

and pragmatic analysis in general, with varying degrees of success. 
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2.5 The applications of Natural Language processing 

In the realm of natural language processing (NLP) within machine learning, deep 

learning algorithms have emerged as pivotal components across various applications. 

Recent research has seen a resurgence of interest in these fields due to the ease of 

implementing machine learning and deep learning algorithms, particularly deep learning 

techniques.Consequently, a wide array of deep learning methods, including Deep Neural 

Networks, Autoencoders[45], Restricted Boltzmann Machines[46], Recurrent Neural 

Networks, and Convolutional Neural Networks, have been extensively explored to achieve 

high accuracy in diverse NLP applications.Among these, Recurrent Neural Networks, 

along with their variants such as Long Short Term Memory and Gated Recurrent Unit, as 

well as Convolutional Neural Networks and their derivatives like Recurrent Convolutional 

Neural Networks and Regional Convolutional Neural Networks, have been subjected to 

thorough research to yield positive outcomes in various NLP applications. 

 

2.5.1 Sentiment Analysis  

Sentiment analysis is a crucial aspect of analyzing user feedback and understanding 

their sentiments or opinions towards a particular product, service, or topic. This analysis 

plays a pivotal role in Customer Relationship Management (CRM)[47], as even a single 

negative review or comment can have a substantial impact on how a product or service is 

perceived by potential customers and the general public. 

In recent years, there has been a significant increase in the adoption of deep learning 

techniques for sentiment analysis tasks. Deep learning, a subset of machine learning, 

involves the use of neural networks with multiple layers to automatically learn and extract 

complex patterns and features from data. These deep learning methodologies have 

revolutionized sentiment analysis by providing more accurate and nuanced insights into 

user sentiments. 

What particularly noteworthy is the development of new deep learning models and 

algorithms that are specifically tailored for sentiment analysis tasks. Researchers and 

practitioners in the field have dedicated considerable effort to designing deep learning 

architectures that can effectively capture the subtle nuances and nuances of human 

language, emotions, and expressions found in textual data.  
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          Figure 2.1 Example of Sentiment Analysis 

These specialized deep learning techniques for sentiment analysis delve into various 

aspects, such as sentiment polarity (positive, negative, neutral), emotion detection[48] (e.g., 

happiness, sadness, anger), and opinion mining (identifying subjective opinions and 

viewpoints). By leveraging the power of deep learning, sentiment analysis models can 

analyze large volumes of text data, including social media posts, customer reviews, and 

feedback surveys, to extract valuable insights and sentiments.Overall, the increasing 

adoption of deep learning methodologies for sentiment analysis reflects the ongoing 

advancements and dedication within the field to develop more sophisticated and accurate 

tools for understanding and interpreting human sentiments and opinions. 

 

2.5.2 Chatbot 

Chatbot systems, also known as conversational agents, are interactive interfaces 

designed to engage users in conversations, typically through text or voice interactions. The 

widespread adoption of personal assistants like Amazon's Alexa and Google Assistant has 

brought chatbot systems into the mainstream, showcasing how users can effortlessly 

interact with them to perform various tasks and gather information.However, despite the 

apparent simplicity of interaction, creating a fully functional chatbot system that can 

effectively replace a human agent is an incredibly complex and challenging endeavor. It 

requires specialized expertise in areas such as Natural Language Understanding[49] (NLU) 

and Natural Language Generation[50] (NLG) to ensure that the chatbot can comprehend 

user inputs accurately and generate meaningful responses. 
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           Figure 2.2 Example of Chatbot Application 

Modern frameworks and platforms have emerged to streamline the development 

process of chatbot systems. Examples of these frameworks include Google's DialogFlow, 

IBM's Watson AI, and Amazon's Alexa AI. These platforms offer developers a range of 

tools, APIs, and pre-built components that simplify the implementation of advanced NLU 

and NLG capabilities within chatbots.One of the key advantages of using these modern 

frameworks is their integration with sophisticated deep learning architectures. Deep 

learning techniques, such as neural networks, enable chatbots to learn from large volumes 

of data and improve their language understanding and generation capabilities over time. 

These frameworks also often incorporate proprietary algorithms and models that enhance 

the chatbot's ability to handle complex dialogues and provide more contextually relevant 

responses. 

In contrast, while chatbot systems have become increasingly popular and accessible 

thanks to advancements in technology and the availability of modern development 

frameworks, building a truly effective and intelligent chatbot still requires a deep 

understanding of NLU, NLG, and the utilization of sophisticated deep learning techniques 

offered by platforms like DialogFlow, Watson AI, and Alexa AI. 

 

2.5.3 Question Answering System 

In recent times, the lines between dialogue systems and question answering 

systems[51] have become increasingly blurred, thanks to the evolution of question 
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answering systems that now incorporate conversational elements. This integration has led 

to overlapping functionalities, where chatbot systems often perform question answering 

tasks, and vice versa. As a result, contemporary research efforts in developing chatbot 

systems are more inclined towards incorporating robust question answering capabilities. 

A typical question answering system comprises three fundamental components: 

Question Processing, Information Retrieval, and Answer Processing. Each of these 

components plays a crucial role in ensuring the system can effectively respond to user 

inquiries with accurate and relevant information. Machine Learning (ML) and Deep 

Learning (DL) techniques have been instrumental in enhancing the capabilities of these 

components. Question Processing is a pivotal stage in a question answering system, where 

the system must understand the user's query accurately to retrieve the appropriate answer. 

This aspect has garnered significant research attention, with a focus on improving question 

comprehension to facilitate better answer retrieval. Question processing is often 

approached as a classification problem, where the system categorizes questions into 

different types or categories based on their structure and semantics. Deep learning 

techniques, such as neural networks, have been extensively explored in research endeavors 

to enhance question classification accuracy. 

Information Retrieval is another critical component, where the system retrieves 

relevant information or knowledge from a structured or unstructured data[52] source to 

formulate an answer. This process involves techniques such as keyword extraction[53], 

semantic analysis, and document retrieval[54], all of which can benefit from machine 

learning algorithms to improve precision and recall in retrieving information.Finally, 

Answer Processing involves generating a coherent and relevant response based on the 

retrieved information. This phase may include natural language generation techniques, 

where ML and DL models are trained to generate human-like responses that are 

grammatically correct and contextually appropriate.  

Overall, the integration of machine learning and deep learning techniques has 

revolutionized question answering systems, enabling them to handle complex queries, 

understand nuances in language, and provide accurate and informative responses, thereby 

advancing the capabilities of modern chatbot systems. 
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Figure 2.3 Example of Question-Answering Application 

2.5.4 Information Retrieval 

 Information Retrieval Systems (IRS) are pivotal applications within the realm of 

Natural Language Processing (NLP), serving the critical function of fetching pertinent 

information from vast data repositories. These systems play a foundational role in various 

technological applications, such as chatbots and question answering systems, by enabling 

them to provide accurate and relevant responses to user queries. 

While the frequency method stands as a fundamental approach to information 

retrieval, relying on keyword frequency to determine data relevance, modern IRS have 

evolved to incorporate more sophisticated techniques. These advanced systems not only 

analyze the query input but also delve into extensive data sets to retrieve only the most 

pertinent information. This intricate process is facilitated by leveraging deep learning 

techniques, which enable IRS to understand context, semantics, and nuances within the 

data, leading to more accurate and context-aware retrieval results. 
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Figure 2.4 Workflow of Information Retrieval System 

By integrating deep learning methodologies into Information Retrieval Systems, 

organizations and researchers can achieve enhanced performance, improved accuracy, and 

a deeper understanding of user intent, ultimately enhancing the overall user experience and 

enabling more efficient knowledge discovery. 

 

2.5.5 Machine Translation 

 A machine translation system is designed to accomplish the intricate task of 

translating text from one language to another, aiming for seamless communication across 

linguistic barriers with minimal or no human intervention. Prominent platforms like Google 

Translate serve as prime examples of such machine translation systems, showcasing the 

advancements made in automating the translation process. 

The complexity of machine translation arises from the fact that mere word-for-word 

translation is often inadequate. This is because different languages may have varying 

sentence structures; for instance, English typically follows the Subject-Verb-Object format, 

whereas languages like Hindi may utilize the Subject-Object-Verb structure. Moreover, 

there are numerous linguistic rules, nuances, and cultural contexts that must be considered, 

further complicating the translation task. 

Within the domain of machine translation, particularly in the intersection of natural 

language processing (NLP) and machine learning, researchers have extensively explored 

various techniques to enhance translation quality. One such technique is the Recurrent 

Neural Network (RNN), along with its derivatives like Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) 
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and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), including their bidirectional forms. These neural network 

architectures have been subject to extensive experimentation due to their ability to retain 

contextual information, which is crucial for producing accurate and meaningful 

translations. 

 

Figure 2.5 Machine Translaiton Architecutre 

Additionally, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have also been explored in 

the context of machine translation, albeit with varying degrees of success. CNNs are known 

for their effectiveness in capturing spatial patterns in data, and their application in 

translation tasks has shown promise, particularly in handling specific types of linguistic 

structures and syntactic features. 

Overall, the continuous advancements in neural network architectures and machine 

learning algorithms have significantly contributed to the improvement of machine 

translation systems, enabling them to achieve higher levels of accuracy, fluency, and 

semantic understanding, thus bridging language barriers and facilitating global 

communication. 

 

2.6 Text Classification Methods  

The process of text classification can be approached manually or automatically. 

Manual classification involves human annotators who categorize text based on its content, 

which, while accurate, is time-consuming and costly. Automatic text classification, on the 
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other hand, utilizes machine learning, natural language processing (NLP), and other AI 

techniques to categorize text more efficiently and accurately. 

Automatic text classification can be achieved through rule-based systems, machine 

learning-based systems, or hybrid systems. Rule-based systems classify text using 

handcrafted linguistic rules, which can be effective but require deep domain knowledge 

and are challenging to maintain. Machine learning-based systems, on the other hand, learn 

classification patterns from labeled training data, making predictions based on observed 

associations between text features and categories. This approach is more scalable and 

accurate, especially for complex tasks, although it requires substantial training data and 

computational resources. 

 

         Figure 2.6 Training Pipeline for Text Classification Model 

Some popular machine learning algorithms for text classification include the Naive 

Bayes family of algorithms, support vector machines (SVM), and deep learning models 

like convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs). Naive 

Bayes algorithms are known for their simplicity and efficiency, while SVMs are powerful 

for multi-dimensional classification tasks. Deep learning models offer high accuracy and 

performance but require large amounts of training data. 

Hybrid systems[55] combine machine learning classifiers with rule-based systems 

to improve classification results further. These systems leverage the strengths of both 

approaches and can be fine-tuned with specific rules to address any shortcomings in the 

base classifier's performance. Overall, automatic text classification offers a faster, more 
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cost-effective, and scalable solution compared to manual methods, making it ideal for 

various applications in natural language processing and information retrieval. 

 

Figure 2.7 Testing  Pipeline for Text Classification Model 

Presented below are some of the most widely used approaches in this text 

classification field: 

Naive Bayes Classifier:Naive Bayes, a probabilistic algorithm founded on Bayes' 

theorem, works under the assumption of conditional independence among features (words) 

given the class label. Despite its "naive" assumption, Naive Bayes is simple, efficient, and 

works well for many text classification tasks, especially when there is limited training data. 

Support Vector Machines (SVM):SVM[56] is a popular machine learning 

algorithm used for both binary and multiclass classification tasks. In the context of text 

classification, SVM is used to find the optimal hyperplane that effectively separates the 

data points representing different classes within a high-dimensional space. 

Logistic Regression:Logistic regression is another widely used algorithm for 

binary text classification tasks. It constructs a model to estimate the probability of a text 

belonging to a specific class using a logistic function. Moreover,  it can be extended to 

handle multiclass classification with techniques such as  One-vs-Rest or One-vs-One. 

Random Forest[57] is a powerful ensemble learning technique widely employed 

in machine learning for making predictions across various domains. This method is 

particularly effective for tasks such as classification. At its core, Random Forest utilizes the 

concept of decision trees, where multiple trees are created and then combined to arrive at a 

final prediction. 
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In the context of text classification, Random Forest can be harnessed to construct a 

"forest" of decision trees based on different features, typically words or tokens extracted 

from the text data. Each decision tree in the forest is trained on a random subset of features 

and data samples from the training set. This randomness in feature selection and sample 

selection helps in reducing overfitting and improves the generalization ability of the model. 

Once the Random Forest is trained, it aggregates the predictions from each decision 

tree to arrive at a final prediction for a given input. This aggregation process can be done 

through various methods such as voting (for classification tasks) or averaging (for 

regression tasks). 

The strength of Random Forest lies in its ability to handle high-dimensional data, 

handle missing values, and provide feature importance scores, making it a versatile and 

reliable choice for text classification tasks. Its ensemble approach helps mitigate the biases 

and errors associated with individual decision trees, leading to more robust and accurate 

predictions. 

XGBoost:XGBoost[58], short for eXtreme Gradient Boosting, is a powerful 

supervised machine learning algorithm renowned for its effectiveness in handling 

classification and regression tasks. This algorithm operates by constructing a series of 

decision tree models, referred to as base learners, in a sequential manner. Each base learner 

contributes essential estimations that collectively enhance the algorithm's predictive 

capabilities. By amalgamating these estimates from the base learners, XGBoost models are 

adept at making accurate and reliable decisions. 

Consider a scenario involving a dataset comprising rows of speeches categorized as 

0 for hate speech and 1 for neutral speech. In this case, the XGBoost classification model 

is trained using this dataset, with the option to specify the desired number of estimators, 

which corresponds to the number of base learners or decision trees. Once the text dataset is 

trained using XGBoost, a new test dataset containing different inputs can be fed into the 

model for making predictions. 

KNN: KNN[59], which stands for K Nearest Neighbour, is a supervised machine 

learning algorithm widely utilized for classification tasks. This algorithm operates by 

identifying the K nearest data points (neighbors) in the training dataset that are most similar 

to the new data point being classified. By leveraging the similarities and characteristics 
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shared among neighboring data points, KNN makes predictions based on the majority class 

or group within its nearest neighbors. 

The KNN algorithm determines the nearest neighbors by assessing the closeness and 

proximity among the features of the training data. This proximity is often measured using 

metrics such as Euclidean distance or Manhattan distance. The model is trained on this 

proximity information so that when new data is introduced to the model, it can efficiently 

determine its class or group based on the majority class among its K nearest neighbors. 

In the image provided, you can observe the process of classifying new data using 

the KNN model. The new data point, represented as a circle, is assigned to category 1 after 

passing through the KNN algorithm, as it is closer and more similar to the data points 

belonging to category 1 in the training dataset. This exemplifies how the KNN algorithm 

leverages the concept of proximity and similarity to make accurate predictions for new data 

points. 

 

2.7  Feature Engineering in NLP 

In natural language processing (NLP), a feature refers to a measurable characteristic 

or property extracted from raw text data to represent it in a structured and numerical format. 

Features play a fundamental role in NLP tasks as they enable machine learning algorithms 

to process and comprehend language efficiently. Feature Engineering[60] is the core of any 

Machine Learning model. The performance of the model and predictive accuracy deeply 

rely on the application of various feature engineering techniques.  It can be considered the 

'art' of devising valuable features from existing data, taking into account the target to be 

learned and the machine learning model used. The process involves transforming data into 

formats that create a more significant connection to the underlying target for learning When 

executed right, feature engineering can enhance the value of existing data and improve 

the overall performance of machine learning models. On the other hand, using bad features 

may require building more complex models to achieve similar levels of performance. 

Feature engineering mainly serves two key objectives: 

• Feature engineering includes preparing the input dataset in a format suitable for 

a specific model or machine learning algorithm. 
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• Feature engineering helps in improving the performance of machine learning 

models magically. 

Most classic machine learning algorithms are unable to process raw text directly. So, 

it becomes essential to conduct feature extraction from the raw text, converting it into 

numerical features that can be utilized by machine learning algorithms. 

 

2.7.1 Bag of Words (BoW) 

 This is one of the simplest vector-space models used for unstructured text. The 

vector space model is a mathematical approach for representing unstructured text (or any 

other data) as numeric vectors. Each dimension of the vector corresponds to a distinct 

feature characteristic In this model, text documents are represented as numeric vectors 

using the bag of words model[61],  where each dimension represents a specific word from 

the corpus, and the value can signify its frequency in the document, occurrence (denoted 

by 1 or 0), or even weighted values. The term "bag of words" derives from the concept that 

each document is represented just as a 'bag' containing its words, without considering word 

order, sequences, or syntax. 

Drawbacks of using a BOW model: when new sentences contain previously unseen 

words, it leads to an increase in the vocabulary size, beginning the length of the vectors to 

expand correspondingly. Consequently, the vectors would contain many 0s, resulting in a 

sparse matrix (which is generally undesirable). Furthermore, in this approach, any 

information about the sentence structure or word order within the text is not retained. 

 

2.7.2 Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) 

 The TF-IDF model attempts to address this issue by integrating a scaling or 

normalizing factor into its computation. TF-IDF stands for Term Frequency-Inverse 

Document Frequency which is calculated using a combination of two metrics: term 

frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency (idf). 

 

𝑇𝐹(𝑊,𝐷) =
𝑛𝑊,𝐷

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐷𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
         Equation (2.1) 

𝐼𝐷𝐹(𝑊,𝐷) =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 ′𝑤′
         Equation (2.2) 
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Mathematically, TF-IDF can be defined as tfidf = tf x idf, where the term tfidf (w, 

D) represents the TF-IDF score for word w in document D. The term tf (w, D) reflects the 

term frequency of word w in document D, as generated using the Bag of Words model. 

The term idf (w, D) denotes the inverse document frequency for the term w, which 

may be calculated as the log transform of the total number of documents in the corpus C 

divided by the document frequency of the word w. The document frequency of word w 

corresponds to the frequency of documents in the corpus where the word w occurs. 

When compared to the raw Bag of Words model values, the TF-IDF-based feature 

vectors for each of our text documents provide scaled and normalized values. Bag of Words 

just generates a set of vectors providing the count of word occurrences in the text (reviews), 

but the TF-IDF model includes information on both the most important and less significant 

words. Bag of Words vectors are simple to comprehend. Nevertheless, in machine learning 

models, TF-IDF typically outperforms. 

 

2.8 Document and Sentence Embedding 

In Natural Language Processing (NLP), sentence embedding involves converting a 

sentence into a numerical representation as a vector of real numbers, capturing its semantic 

meaning. This representation enables comparisons of sentence similarity by measuring the 

distance or similarity between these vectors. Techniques such as the Universal Sentence 

Encoder (USE) employ deep learning models trained on extensive text corpora to generate 

these embeddings, which are useful in various tasks like text classification, clustering, and 

similarity matching [62]. 

 

2.8.1 Embedding 

Embeddings provide a solution to the challenges posed by traditional techniques 

like TF-IDF in representing textual data for machine learning models. While TF-IDF can 

result in high-dimensional representations that increase the model's error as the number of 

features grows, embeddings offer low-dimensional, distributed representations. These 

representations map words or sentences to vectors of real numbers, ensuring that words or 

sentences with similar meanings have similar embeddings. Thus, embeddings enable the 
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numerical representation of textual data in a way that captures semantic similarities 

effectively, facilitating improved model performance in tasks such as identifying fake 

news.  Embeddings not only transform words or text into numerical representations, but 

also capture and integrate its semantic and syntactic content. 

 

           Figure 2.8 Semantic Relations Like the Relation between Words 

Embeddings are representations of words and text that are spread out in a 

continuous vector space. They may help with tasks such as finding related meanings, 

grouping similar items, making suggestions, analysing emotions, answering questions, or 

removing duplicates. Embeddings are representations of words and text that are spread out 

in a continuous vector space. They may help with tasks such as finding related meanings, 

grouping similar items, making suggestions, analysing emotions, answering questions, or 

removing duplicates [63]. 

 

2.8.2 Word Embedding 

Word embeddings are vectorized representations of words and are considered a 

crucial advancement in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP). Let's examine 

some of the primary algorithms that are now being utilized. 
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2.9 Word2vec Method 

Word2vec[64] [65]is a computational model used to represent words as numerical 

vectors in order to capture their semantic meaning. Since its establishment in 2013, 

Word2vec has gained significant popularity and is now extensively used in both academic 

research and commercial applications. The concept is founded on the notion that it is 

feasible to anticipate a word by considering its context, namely the words around it. This 

assumption is grounded on the belief that the meaning of a word can be deduced from the 

other words it is often associated with. Word2vec employs two architectures, namely 

continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) and Skip-gram, to generate a distributed representation 

of words. In CBOW, the current word is predicted based on a window of surrounding 

context words, whereas in Skip-gram, the main word is used to predict the context words. 

This is where Word Embedding techniques such as Word2Vec, Continuous Bag of 

Words (CBOW), Skipgram[66], and others come into play. These techniques purpose to 

capture the semantic relationships between words and represent them in a dense vector 

space, offering a more nuanced and context-aware representation of words in text data. The 

primary goal of word embeddings is to capture semantic relationships between among 

words, ensuring that similar words are located closer to each other in the vector space. This 

representation allows machine learning models to better understand the meaning and 

context of words, which can lead to improved performance on various NLP tasks. The most 

common approach for learning word embeddings is the Word2Vec algorithm, which 

introduced the concept of distributed word representations. Word2Vec uses a shallow 

neural network with either the Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) or Skip-gram 

architecture to learn word embeddings from large text corpora. 

 

2.9.1 Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) Model 

The CBOW model[67] architecture attempt to predict the current target word (the 

center word) based on the surrounding source context words. For instance, in a simple 

sentence like "the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog," this process involves forming 

pairs of (context_window, target_word). Considering a simple sentence, “the quick brown 

fox jumps over the lazy dog”, this can be pairs of (context_window, target_word) where if 

we consider a context window of size 2, we have examples like ([quick, fox], brown), ([the, 
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brown], quick), ([the, dog], lazy) and so on. As a result, the model attempt to predict the 

target_word' based on the words within the 'context_window'. 

 

Figure 2.9 CBow and Skip-gram Architecture 

2.9.2 The Skip-gram Model 

The Skip-gram model design typically attempts to achieve the opposite of the 

CBOW model does. Given a target word (the center word), it attempts to predict the source 

context words (surrounding words). Considering our previous example sentence: "the quick 

brown fox jumps over the lazy dog." We get pairs of (context_window, target_word) if we 

use the CBOW model, and for a context window of size 2, we get instances like ([quick, 

fox], brown), ([the, brown], quick), ([the, dog], lazy), and so on. Given that the purpose of 

the skip-gram model is to predict the context from the target word, the model typically 

reverses the contexts and targets and attempts to predict each context word from its target 

word. As a result, the objective becomes predicting the context [quick, fox] given the target 

word'brown' or [the, brown] given the target word'quick,' and so on. As a result, the model 

attempts to forecast the words within the context window based on the given target word. 

 

2.9.3 Global Vector (GloVe) 

GloVe, short for Global Vectors for Word Representation[68], is a word embedding 

approach that was created by Stanford University. One benefit of this method over 

Word2Vec is that it takes into account not only the local statistics (contextual information 

of the words), but also the global statistics (word co-occurrence) from the whole text 
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corpus. GloVe uses global text-level co-occurrence information to generate vector 

representations of words. This element is significant since word-word co-occurrences may 

contain rich semantic information. For instance, in a vast collection of texts, the term 

"solid" is more prone to appearing along with "ice" rather than "steam". Conversely, the 

word "gas" is likely to co-occur more often with "steam" than with "ice". 

 

2.9.4 FastText 

Facebook created FastText[69] with the aim of using the basic structure of words 

to improve vector representations, giving it an important edge over competing 

models.Word2Vec and GloVe produce word embeddings that are limited to processing just 

the words they have been trained on, finding them ineffective in handling words that were 

not included in their training data. On the other hand, FastText has the capability to produce 

word vectors for unknown words, creating embeddings for words that have not been seen 

before. 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Character n-grams for the word “eating” 

 

2.9.5 Sentence Embedding 

Instead of dealing with individual words, sentence embedding allows us to work 

directly with entire sentences, especially beneficial when dealing with large texts where 

word-level analysis might be insufficient. For instance, understanding the connection 

between concepts like "crowded places" and "busy cities" requires capturing the context 

and semantic nuances of entire sentences, which traditional word embedding methods may 

struggle with. 

Sentence embedding models aim to encapsulate the semantic essence of a sentence 

in a fixed-length vector, going beyond the limitations of traditional Bag-of-Words (BoW) 

representations. Methods for generating sentence embeddings include averaging word 
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embeddings within a sentence, utilizing pre-trained models like BERT for context-aware 

embeddings, and neural network-based approaches such as Skip-Thought vectors and 

InferSent, which are trained to predict surrounding sentences. 

Several libraries and tools, such as Doc2Vec, SentenceBERT, InferSent, and the 

Universal Sentence Encoder, facilitate the generation and use of sentence embeddings, 

providing valuable resources for enhancing the understanding of language by machines. 

Doc2Vec, an extension of Word2Vec, extends word embedding techniques to 

generate embeddings for entire documents or paragraphs. This allows encoding semantic 

meaning and context into fixed-length vectors for efficient Natural Language Processing 

(NLP) tasks. 

There are two main architectures in Doc2Vec: 

Distributed Memory (DM): Takes context words and a document ID to predict the 

target word, incorporating the document vector and word vectors. 

 

 

Figure 2.11 Distributed Memory (DM) Doc2Vec 

Distributed Bag of Words (DBOW): Ignores word order, using only the document 

ID to predict the target word, inferring the document vector without considering context. 
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Figure 2.12 Distributed Bag of Words (DBOW) Doc2Vec 

The training process updates word and document vectors iteratively to maximize 

the likelihood of predicting correct words in context. Techniques like negative sampling or 

hierarchical softmax are employed to accelerate training, similar to Word2Vec. 

 

2.10 Dimensionality Reduction in NLP Tasks 

Dimensionality reduction is a technique utilized in natural language processing 

(NLP) tasks to reduce the number of features (dimensions) in a high-dimensional space 

while preserving the essential information. NLP tasks often involve dealing with large 

feature spaces due to the vast vocabulary of words and the need to represent text data as 

numerical features for machine learning algorithms. By employing dimensionality 

reduction, several challenges related with high-dimensional data, such as computational 

complexity, overfitting, and the curse of dimensionality, can be addressed. 

Feature selection methods, on the other hand, purpose to identify a subset of the 

most relevant features from the original feature space. The concept revolves around 

retaining only those features that meaningfully contribute to the specific task while 

eliminating irrelevant or redundant ones. In NLP, some popular feature selection methods 

include: 

Document Frequency Thresholding: This technique involves eliminating words 

that appear in either too few or too many documents, as such words may lack significant 

discriminative power. 
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Mutual Information: This method measures the dependency between features and 

the target variable in the choice of informative features. 

Chi-Square Test: By Evaluating the independence between features and the target 

variable, this test rejects non-informative features. 

Feature Selection: Feature selection is beneficial when interpretability and model 

simplicity are essential or when working with limited computational resources. 

The advantages of dimensionality reduction in NLP tasks include: 

Improved computational efficiency: Reducing the dimensionality of the feature 

space results in faster training and prediction times for machine learning models. 

Reduced risk of overfitting: High-dimensional feature spaces can cause models to 

overfit to the training data, while dimensionality reduction helps mitigate this issue.  

Better generalization: Dimensionality reduction can lead to a more concise and 

informative representation of the data, maybe enhancing the generalization performance of 

machine learning models.Nevertheless, it's essential to be cautious when applying 

dimensionality reduction techniques, as reducing dimensionality too much can lead to the 

loss of significant information and theoretically degrade model performance. Careful 

evaluation and experimentation are necessary to determine the optimal level of 

dimensionality reduction for a specific NLP task. 

 

2.11 Some Previous Research on Fake News Detection  

The system developed an accurate and automated model to detect and forecast fake 

news by effectively capturing, evaluating, and integrating text, reactions, and sources. This 

research attempts to improve the accuracy and efficacy of the method in determining 

whether or not an article is fake. This paper has extensively discussed three unique manual 

modules for detecting fake news and acknowledges their limitations.  The article's 'Text' is 

applied in the first module to determine whether the headings fit the content. This includes 

utilizing simple machine learning algorithms and natural language processing to extract 

textual properties and classify them as either true or fake. Nevertheless, the first module 

can result in false-positive circumstances when linguistic features are not taken into 

account. The second module dealt with studying the reaction to fake news. The comments 

and arguments of users against the news are utilized to determine the user's reaction to it. 
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Incendiary rhetoric is often utilized in the comments section of blatantly fake news. Social 

media is a great platform for understanding user sentiment about news, and simple 

classifiers can be used to determine whether it is fake or not. However, this approach proves 

to be time-consuming and labor-intensive. The third module is to determine the source of 

the news articles. The process entails examining the URL, researching the publication, and 

calculating the post score. Nevertheless, these approaches rely heavily on hand-crafted 

feature selection for classification, which poses a fundamental constraint. To address this 

limitation, the author has presented a Deep neural network CSI model capable of 

automatically selecting features, executing classification, and providing the decision of 

whether the news is fake or true [70]. 

The system proposed applying machine learning and network analysis techniques 

to determine the validity of a document. Their research investigated into the examination 

of different deception assessment approaches and their outcomes with the objective of 

devising a hybrid approach. The study places significant focus on two primary approaches, 

namely the linguistic and network approaches. The linguistic method involves training a 

machine learning algorithm on the text to categorize it as either false or real, relying on 

textual features and language patterns. The linguistic method includes training a machine 

learning algorithm on the text to categorize it as either false or real, relying on textual 

features and language patterns. On the contrary, the network method contains studying 

metadata and queries. Within the linguistic approach, some popular techniques are 

employed, such as identifying n-grams and grouping the words, utilizing probability 

context-free grammars to categorize based on rules and rhetorical structure, and discourse 

analysis. Social network behavior is frequently used to classify fake news articles. Finally, 

the author presents a strategy that integrates a highly sophisticated model capable of 

performing classification on linguistic features using multiple layers to achieve optimal 

performance. Furthermore, to achieve the best performance, both linguistic and network 

approaches must be combined and utilized in tandem [71]. 

The system demonstrated a fundamental approach for detecting fake news using the 

Navie Bayes algorithm. They illustrated the use of the Spam filtering method as a means 

to identify fake news. The data from the Facebook API is utilized to develop the model, 
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and additional labeled data is used for testing. Remarkably, even with a simple 

classification technique, the model achieved an accuracy of 76% [72]. 

The system used technology to deal with fake news and other internet phenomena 

by distinguishing related headlines from unrelated ones and further categorizing 

interconnected headlines. In their study, they investigated how headlines determine the 

perspective of the news content. To determine the authenticity of news stories, a rigorous 

methodology that includes lemmatization and n-gram classification was used. The model 

was developed using a set of classification approaches known as fine-grained classifiers. 

Remarkably, by using this technique, they achieved a weighted accuracy of 89% in 

determining whether news stories are fake or genuine [73]. 

 

2.12 Research Gaps 

Based on an analysis of the existing literature conducted by other authors, good 

accuracy results were obtained in the models that were used. The system [72] employed the 

Naive Bayes classifier on a relatively small dataset including only 2000 occurrences, and 

they achieved a classification accuracy of 75%. However,  it was noted that even better 

results could have been obtained had they used a larger dataset instead. 

On an unlabeled dataset, a novel semi-supervised multitask learning approach based 

on Laplacian regularized logistic regression (SMTL-LLR) achieved an accuracy of 87% 

.However, it was observed that while the model performed well on unlabeled data, 

combining more unlabeled data could lead to an increase in noise and a subsequent decline 

in the performance of SMTL-LLR. 

The  Stochastic Gradient Descent classification algorithm was employed together 

with the TF-IDF text representation technique, achieving an accuracy of 77.2%. On the 

other hand, Ahmed, the system used a uni-gram TF-IDF as the text representation technique 

along with an LSVM classifier model, and they achieved a higher accuracy of 92% [74]. 

In the present literature studies, all the researchers employed the TF-IDF method 

for text feature extraction. A TF-IDF value or score indicate the relative importance of a 

term in the document based on its frequency of occurrence compared to the total number 

of words in that document, inverted by the total number of documents in the corpus that 
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contain this word. Nevertheless, it was observed that word embeddings and sentence 

embeddings were never employed to complete the text feature extraction technique.  

Embedding refers to the method of encoding words and documents using a dense 

vector representation with n-dimensions that can be defined. Nevertheless, none of the 

previous studies incorporated probabilistic sentiment scores for fake news detection. 

Probabilistic sentiment scores are generated by a sentiment analysis approach that 

effectively classifies positive and negative sentiments. In our scenario, positive and 

negative sentiments in the news are methods of being true and fake. The existing sentiment 

model generated probabilistic scores by means of TF-IDF features with a high dimension 

but did not use dimension reduction techniques. 

This study conducts a comparison and present the results of two models: the 

sentence embeddings-based SVM model and Naive Bayes with PSS against those models 

lacking PSS. To achieve these results, the system integrates Support Vector Machines and 

Naive Bayes classifiers will be integrated with a probabilistic sentiment model. 

Furthermore, the research will also include a comparison of evaluation results between the 

PSS model with dimension reduction and the PSS model without dimension reduction. 
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CHAPTER 3 

BACKGROUND THEORY 

 

This section provides an analysis of the foundational principles that form the basis 

of the proposed system. The PSS model, which is founded on the theory of information 

gain and entails feature selection from TFIDF features, is utilised by the proposed system 

to compute the probabilistic sentiment score. Furthermore, sentence embedding features 

are incorporated into our analysis by utilising an InferSent model. 

 

3.1 Preprocessing 

Data preprocessing[75] is a crucial step in preparing data, which entails applying 

several procedures to raw data in order to make it applicable to further data processing 

activities. Historically, it has served as a crucial component in the earliest stage of the data 

mining process. Recently, data preparation methods have been adapted to meet the training 

of machine learning models and AI algorithms, as well as for making conclusions using 

them. Data preprocessing aims to transform data into a format that is more understandable 

and efficient for tasks such as data mining, machine learning, and other data science 

pursuits. These methods are often used in the first stages of machine learning and AI 

development pipelines to ensure the production of accurate results.  Algorithms that learn 

from data may be described as statistical equations that manipulate values obtained from a 

database. According to the well-known phrase, "if garbage goes in, garbage comes out". 

The success of your data project relies on the prerequisite of inputting high-quality data 

into the computers. Data obtained from real-world situations always include both noise and 

missing values. This occurs as a result of human mistakes, unexpected events, technological 

difficulties, or a range of other challenges. Algorithms are often poorly equipped to manage 

incomplete and noisy data due to their failure to handle missing values and the disruption 

caused by noise in the sample's real pattern. Data preparation seeks to address these issues 

by comprehensive manipulation of the available data. Data preprocessing primarily 

involves assessing the quality of the data.  

This quality assessment encompasses the following aspects: 

Accuracy: Verifying the correctness of the entered data. 
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Completeness: Ensuring that all necessary data is available and recorded. 

Consistency: Confirming that the data remains uniform across all instances and      

discrepancies are resolved. 

Timeliness: Ensuring that the data is regularly updated and remains current. 

Believability: Ensuring the trustworthiness and reliability of the data. 

Interpretability: Assessing the comprehensibility and clarity of the data for 

understanding. 

 

3.2 Major Tasks in Data Preprocessing 

There are 4 major tasks in data preprocessing – Data cleaning, Data integration, 

Data reduction, and Data transformation. 

 

Figure 3.1 Data Preprocessing Pipeline 

3.2.1 Data cleaning 

Text data cleaning[76] involves preparing textual data for analysis by removing 

irrelevant or noisy information and standardizing its format. Common steps include 

removing HTML tags and non-textual characters, lowercasing, removing punctuation and 

stopwords, stemming or lemmatization, spell checking, tokenization, removing rare words, 

handling contractions and abbreviations, normalization, handling URLs, and managing 
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emoji and emoticons. These steps ensure that the data is consistent and usable for further 

analysis or modeling, with variations based on data nature and analysis requirements. 

 

3.2.2 Data Integration 

Data integration[77] involves merging multiple sources into a unified dataset, a 

critical aspect of data management. Key considerations include schema integration, which 

aligns metadata from diverse sources, entity identification to recognize shared entities 

across databases, and detecting and resolving discrepancies in data values such as differing 

attribute formats. Examples include varying date formats like "MM/DD/YYYY" or 

"DD/MM/YYYY." 

 

3.2.3 Data Reduction 

Data Reduction is a process aimed at decreasing data volume, facilitating easier 

analysis while maintaining comparable results. This reduction also contributes to 

conserving storage space. Some techniques for data reduction include dimensionality 

reduction, numerosity reduction, and data compression. Dimensionality reduction is 

essential for real-world applications dealing with large datasets. It involves reducing 

random variables or attributes to decrease dataset dimensionality while retaining original 

characteristics. This consolidation of attributes aids in reducing storage requirements and 

computation time. However, highly dimensional data may encounter issues known as the 

"Curse of Dimensionality."Numerosity Reduction aims to decrease data representation 

volume without any loss of data.Data compression refers to transforming data into a 

compressed format, which can be either lossless or lossy. Lossless compression retains all 

information, while lossy compression reduces information by eliminating only unnecessary 

components. 

 

3.2.4 Data Transformation 

Data Transformation refers to altering the format or structure of data. This step can 

vary in complexity depending on specific needs. Various methods are employed for data 

transformation. Smoothing involves using algorithms to eliminate noise from the dataset, 

enabling identification of crucial features for prediction. Even simple alterations detected 
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through smoothing can aid in prediction accuracy.Aggregation entails summarizing and 

presenting data from multiple sources into a unified form for analysis. This step is crucial 

as data accuracy hinges on both quantity and quality. Higher quality and quantity of data 

yield more relevant results.Discretization involves partitioning continuous data into 

intervals, reducing data size. For instance, instead of specifying exact class times, intervals 

such as (3 pm-5 pm) or (6 pm-8 pm) are utilized. Normalization scales data to a smaller 

range, typically from -1.0 to 1.0, for representation. 

 

3.3 Logistic Regression 

Logistic Regression (LR), within the realm of supervised machine learning, 

operates by leveraging independent variables to predict the dependent variable, thereby 

functioning as a predictive algorithm. The fundamental objective of Logistic Regression 

revolves around establishing the relationship between the independent variables, 

commonly referred to as features, and the dependent variables targeted for prediction 

.Logistic Regression is predominantly utilized to forecast the outcome of a categorical 

dependent variable, often expressed in a categorical or discrete manner. These categorical 

representations can manifest as binary choices such as "Yes" or "No," "0" or "1," or "true" 

or "false," devoid of precise numerical delineations. The methodology of logistic regression 

relies on the sigmoid function, characterized by its distinctive "S"-shaped curve, which 

facilitates the prediction of values constrained between 0 and 1, diverging from the linear 

regression paradigm. This sigmoid function facilitates a probabilistic evaluation of 

outcomes by mapping real numbers to a bounded interval. Figure 3.2 illustrates the 

visualization of LR. 

 

Figure 3.2 Logistic Regression 
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The input features in this specific scenario concern characteristics of a news article, 

whereas the outcome variable represents the truth or fake of the article. The input features 

are supposed to be denoted as X, with X equal to [𝑥1, 𝑥2, … 𝑥𝑛], and the outcome variable 

is to be denoted as y, with y taking on binary values of either 0 (which means a real news 

article) or 1 (signifying a fake news article). Using the input features X, the logistic 

regression model attempts to forecast the probability that an article (y = 1) is fake. The 

probability that an article has been faked is computed by this model using the input 

characteristics of the article. The process utilizes a logistic or sigmoid function to convert 

the linear combination of the input features into a binary value between 0 and 1.There are 

three primary types of logistic regression: 

Binary logistic regression: This type is employed to forecast the likelihood of a 

binary outcome, like yes or no, true or false, or 0 or 1. For instance, it could predict whether 

a customer will churn, if a patient has a disease, or if a loan will be repaid. 

Multinomial logistic regression: This form predicts the probability of one out of 

three or more potential outcomes, such as the type of product a customer might purchase, 

the rating they might give a product, or the political party they might vote for. 

Ordinal logistic regression: This method predicts the probability of an outcome 

that follows a pre-established order, like the degree of customer satisfaction, the severity 

of an illness, or the stage of cancer. 

 Equation 3.1 defines the logistic function, which maps the linear combination of 

the input features and the z-coefficients that represent them.  

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝑧) =
1

1+𝑒−𝑧      Equation (3.1) 

The mathematical expression used to calculate z is Equation 3.2, which contains the 

weights or coefficients that are linked to each input feature.  

𝑧 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑥1 + 𝑏2𝑥2 + 𝑏3𝑥3 + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑛𝑥𝑛    Equation (3.2) 

The model obtains these coefficients during the training phase, where it makes the 

necessary adjustments to them in order to minimize the loss function. After the coefficients 

have been determined the model is capable of predicting the outcome variable for newly 
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added articles through an evaluation of the likelihood that it will equal 1 using the input 

features. The sigmoid function is utilized to perform this computation by converting the 

value of z, which is obtained by combining the coefficients of the input features, into the 

predicted probability. The probability denoted by Equation(3.3) represents the level of 

confidence that the model has in classifying the article as fake.  

𝑃(𝑦 = 1|𝑋) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑥1 + 𝑏2𝑥2 + 𝑏3𝑥3 + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑛𝑥𝑛)    Equation (3.3) 

Through a comparison of the estimated probability with a set threshold of 0.5, the model 

discerns the truth or falsity of the article in this particular context. 

 

3.4 Cost Function in Logistic Regression 

In logistic regression, the cost function differs from linear regression. Instead of 

using the Mean Squared Error, which calculates the difference between the predicted and 

actual values of y, logistic regression employs a cost function derived from the maximum 

likelihood estimator. The graphical representation of the cost function in logistic regression 

varies from that of linear regression. 

 

Figure 3.3 Linear Regression Cost Function 

𝐽 =
∑ (𝑌�̂� − 𝑌𝑖)2𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛
       Equation (3.4) 

When applying logistic regression, Yi represents a non-linear function (Ŷ=1/1+ e-

z). Utilizing this function in the Mean Squared Error equation mentioned above results in 

a non-convex graph with multiple local minima, as illustrated. 
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Figure 3.4 Non-convex Graph with Many Local Minima 

The issue lies in the fact that this cost function produces outcomes with local 

minima, posing a significant problem as it could lead to overlooking the global minimum 

and increasing our error. To address this challenge, an alternative cost function is used for 

logistic regression known as log loss, which is also derived from the maximum likelihood 

estimation technique. 

𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =  
1

𝑁
 ∑ −(𝑦𝑖  ∗  𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑌�̂�)  +  (1 − 𝑦𝑖)𝑁

𝑖 =1 ∗  𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 −  𝑌�̂�))           Equation (3.5) 

 

3.5 Information Gain 

Information gain[78] (Info-gain) can also be applied to the selection of features, by 

evaluating the gain of each variable in the context of the target variable. The method 

described by for feature selection involved the integration of information gain parameters 

to improve the accuracy of classification algorithms. Mutual information between the two 

random variables is calculated in Info-gain. Mutual information I (X: Y)  is the amount of 

uncertainty in X due to the knowledge of Y. Mathematically, information gain is defined 

as shown in “Equation (3.6)”. 

( , )
( : ) ( , ) log( )

( ) ( )

p x y
I X Y p x y

y Y x X p x p y
=  

 
                                   Equation (3.6) 

 where,  

p (x, y) means the joint probability function of X and Y,  

p(x) is the marginal probability distribution function of X and  

p(y) is the marginal probability distribution function of Y. 
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In machine learning and data analysis, information gain is a statistical metric 

utilised to determine the significance of a feature in predicting a target variable. It quantifies 

the extent to which a specific attribute mitigates uncertainty in forecasting the final result. 

Information gain, within the framework of feature reduction, enables the identification of 

the most informative features while excluding those that are less significant, thereby 

decreasing the dimensionality of the dataset.The procedure entails determining the 

information gain for each feature by evaluating its capability to differentiate between 

various classes of the target variable. Features that possess a greater information gain are 

deemed more crucial for the purpose of classification and are therefore retained. 

Conversely, features that have a lower information gain are eliminated. 

Through the utilisation of information gain for feature reduction, the dimensionality 

of the dataset gets reduced, thereby facilitating the processing of the data by machine 

learning algorithms and potentially enhancing the predictive model's performance. 

 

3.6  Probabilistic Sentiment Score 

The proposed system has implemented a probabilistic sentiment model[79] as 

depicted in Figure 3.5 that can classify positive and negative effectively. To implement the 

PSS model, the system first perform pre-processed text, and it then counts the frequency of 

word to compute the TF-IDF score. The TF-IDF values extracted by the system are in a 

considerable amount of over 20,000 words. Therefore, the proposed system uses 

information gain theory to extract the best attributes and reduce the features dimensions. 

The system then applies logistic regression methods based on the selected feature set to get 

the PSS values. The system employed TF-IDF method to vectorize the pre-processed data. 

Using the TF-IDF vectorizer, one can tokenize documents, build the vocabulary, calculate 

inverse document frequency weights, and process incoming document effectively. TF-IDF 

computes the relevance of a term in a incoming documents by examining its importance in 

the context of a document. 
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Figure 3.5 The System Flow of PSS Model 

According to “Equation (3.7)”, TF value is derived by dividing the occurrence of a 

specific term in a document by the total number of terms in that document. IDF score is 

obtained by utilizing “Equation (3.8)”. The TF-IDF score for a term is obtained by 

multiplying TF and IDF scores, as demonstrated in “Equation (3.9)”. 

  

.     in  

 .  in  

no of times the term appears the document
TF

total no of terms the document
=

                                 Equation (3.7)  

 

.     
log

.       in  

no of documents in the corpus
IDF

no of documents in the corpus contain the term
=

            Equation (3.8) 

 

_ *TF IDF TF IDF=
                                                                             Equation (3.9) 
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The utilization of information gain theory for feature selection is a pivotal step in 

enhancing the effectiveness of the sentiment analysis model. By evaluating the gain of each 

variable in relation to the target variable, this technique aids in identifying the most 

informative features, thereby reducing the dimensionality of the feature space and 

improving the model's accuracy.  

After selecting the important features from the TF-IDF scores using information 

gain for all terms in the document, the proposed system employs the Logistic Regression 

classifier to derive probabilistic sentiment scores (PSS). Logistic Regression is a supervised 

learning algorithm used for binary classification tasks like sentiment analysis. It learns a 

mapping from input features (in this case, the TF-IDF scores of selected terms) to a binary 

output (positive or negative sentiment). The output of the Logistic Regression model can 

be interpreted as the probability of a document belonging to a particular sentiment class. 

By combining the TF-IDF features with the Logistic Regression classifier, the 

proposed technique aims to effectively classify documents as either positive (real) or 

negative (fake), thereby facilitating fake news detection. The use of TF-IDF for feature 

extraction helps capture the importance of terms within the context of the entire document 

set, while Logistic Regression provides a probabilistic approach to sentiment analysis, 

allowing for nuanced classification decisions. 

 

3.7 Sentence Embedding Text Representation Technique for Text Classification 

Machine learning algorithms operate primarily on numerical data. Converting 

textual information into a numeric representation is termed vectorization. In the realm of 

natural language processing (NLP), word embedding constitutes the conversion of words 

into dense, continuous vectors within a multi-dimensional space. However, word 

embeddings may not encapsulate the entirety of word semantics, especially for words with 

various interpretations or ambiguity. 

In contrast to word embeddings, sentence embeddings provide a means to convert 

complete sentences into vectorized representations, rather than focusing solely on 

individual words. These methodologies strive to transform word sequences of varying 

lengths into fixed-length representations, offering utility across diverse NLP tasks. 

Noteworthy applications of such representations include text classification, sentiment 
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analysis, information retrieval, machine translation, and question-answering systems. In 

recent years, prominent sentence encoders like Google’s BERT and USE, Facebook’s 

InferSent, and AllenAI’s SciBERT and ELMo have gained substantial traction within the 

NLP community. 

InferSent employs a deep neural network architecture, typically based on recurrent 

neural networks (RNNs) or transformers, to encode the input sentences into fixed-length 

vectors. These vectors serve as embeddings that encapsulate the semantic meaning of the 

sentences. The trained model can then be used to generate embeddings for new sentences, 

which can be employed in various natural language processing tasks such as sentiment 

analysis, text classification, and information retrieval [80]. 

The utility of sentence embeddings lies in their capacity to encapsulate both 

semantic meaning and contextual nuances, thereby facilitating a diverse array of 

downstream tasks in natural language processing. These tasks span from text classification 

and semantic similarity assessment to clustering and more. The architecture of InferSent is 

structured around two primary modules: a sentence encoder and an NLI (Natural Language 

Inference) classifier. Within this framework, the sentence encoder plays a pivotal role in 

converting input sentences into fixed-length vectors, effectively capturing their underlying 

meaning and contextual intricacies. Subsequently, the NLI classifier leverages these 

encoded vectors to facilitate text classification endeavors. An illustrative depiction of the 

core workflow of InferSent can be observed in Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6 General Flow of InferSent 
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3.8 Machine Learning Classifiers 

Fake news categorization involves automatically identifying if a certain piece of 

news or information is real or fake[81]. It usually entails using machine learning algorithms 

to examine multiple features of news, such as language, source, and context, to forecast its 

reliability. The technique entails training a classification model using a dataset of labelled 

news items, with each article categorized as either real or fake. The program extracts 

patterns from the data to categorize current news stories into one of two groups. Fake news 

classification algorithms may differ in complexity and accuracy based on aspects including 

data quality, classification features, and machine learning algorithm selection. Popular 

algorithms for identifying fake news include Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, Support 

Vector Machines, Random Forest, and Neural Networks. Fake news classification 

algorithms are evaluated using measures including accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score 

to assess their ability to properly identify real and fake news items. Fake news 

categorization is essential in addressing the spread of misinformation and disinformation 

online by automatically detecting and marking potentially misleading material. The general 

pipeline of fake news classification is illustrated in the following figure. 

 

Figure 3.7 General Pipeline of Fake News Classification  

 

3.8.1 Naïve Bayes 

The Naïve Bayes algorithm, a cornerstone of supervised learning, draws its 

foundation from Bayes' theorem and is instrumental in addressing classification problems 

across various domains. Particularly prevalent in text classification tasks involving high-
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dimensional datasets, Naive Bayes[82] serves as a reliable and efficient tool for 

constructing machine learning models capable of rapid predictions. As one of the most 

straightforward and effective classification algorithms, the Naive Bayes classifier 

facilitates the swift development of predictive models. Operating as a probabilistic 

classifier, it bases its predictions on the likelihood of an object's occurrence within a given 

class. This characteristic makes it invaluable in applications such as spam filtration, 

sentiment analysis, and categorization tasks.  

Bayes' Theorem, the theoretical underpinning of the Naive Bayes algorithm, 

enables the calculation of the probability of an event's occurrence given the probability of 

another event that has already transpired. Expressed mathematically, Bayes' Theorem is 

encapsulated by the formula:  

                                 𝑃(𝐴 | 𝐵) =
𝑃(𝐵 | 𝐴)𝑃(𝐴)

𝑃(𝐵)
                                       Equation (3.10) 

where,  

A, B = Events 

P(A | B) = Probability of A given B is true 

P(B | A) = Probability of B given A is true 

P(A), P(B) = The independent probabilities of A and B 

This formula serves as the cornerstone for probabilistic reasoning and inference in 

the Naive Bayes framework, facilitating the algorithm's ability to make informed 

predictions based on available data. Through its probabilistic nature and reliance on Bayes' 

Theorem, the Naive Bayes algorithm emerges as a versatile and powerful tool for 

classification tasks, offering rapid insights and predictions across diverse domains. 

 

Figure 3.8 Naïve Bayes Classification 
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3.8.2 Support Vector Machine 

SVM is one of the top classification machine learning algorithms. It may be used 

on sets with only two classes for classification. By dividing the sets, the multi-class dataset 

classification problem can be converted to a binary problem. Because training requires 

fewer sets, the partitioning problem is minor. The outcome is a binary SVM comparison. It 

works by constructing the best hyperplane that divides points of distinct classes. It creates 

a plane or a collection of planes in a large or multidimensional space. The plane with the 

greatest distance to the nearest training data performs better classification. The smaller the 

margin, the smaller the error. The purpose of SVM is to add the margins between two 

classes. There are many methods for working with regression and classification. SVM is 

interesting for its ability to work on problems with featured elements as well as difficulties 

that cannot be worked on. It is a simple approach used for dataset separation and feature 

extraction that acts on familiar sets and builds a decision plane to split the sets. 

The consequences obtained by constructing the line with more distance to the 

closest training data.  

 

Figure 3.9 Support Vector Machine 

The linear plane gives better results for binary classifications.SVMs are also used 

to classify stage of cancer. For any category, a binary SVM classifier is trained even if 

every document in training belongs to that category or no. any medical report may not 

contain a single stage. The SVMs work using the functions available in the toolkit. The 

machine is trained from huge list of results with different levels. After working on test data, 

it gives a score that acts as a threshold value to know if anything is updated that falls into 
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the same class. To increase the information, we need to train while still giving out 

meaningful outputs on the same data. 

Given a data which has an input denoted as 𝒙𝑖 ∈ 𝑅 𝑑 and output in the form of target 

denoted as 𝑦𝑖 ∈ {−1, +1} for 𝑖 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑛, where 𝑛 is the amount of data. Then, it is 

possible to separate the class -1 and +1 using a hyperplane with dimension n presented in 

the following equation:  

𝑊𝑇. 𝑋𝑖 + 𝑏 = 0                                       Equation (3.11) 

 

The hyperplane formed can separate the data into two classes with positive or negative 

values such that those in the positive class are labeled as  

 

𝑦𝑖 =  +1                                             Equation (3.12) 

for 𝑖 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑁 and this means 𝑥𝑖 can be defined as follows. 

𝑊𝑇𝑋𝑖 +  𝑏 ≥  1                                   Equation (3.13) 

Then, when the 𝒙𝑖 data belongs to the negative class where 𝑦𝑖 =  −1 for 𝑖 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑁, it 

can be defined as: 

𝑊𝑇𝑋𝑖  +  𝑏 ≤  −1                                 Equation (3.14) 

 

 Therefore, for each 𝑥𝑖 data with label 𝑦𝑖 ∈  {−1, +1}  for 𝑖 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑁 can be defined as: 

 

𝑦𝑖 (𝑊𝑇𝑋𝑖 +  𝑏)  ≥  1                            Equation (3.15) 

We will go over the proposed for for classification fake news based on sentence structure 

in  the next chapter. 

 

3.9 Summary  

This chapter explores the fundamental ideas that form the basis of our studies. A 

detailed examination of the foundational ideas is provided that underpin the work, 

clarifying their importance and relevance within the scope of our research.This chapter 

introduces the PSS (Probabilistic Sentiment Score) model, a new method for quantifying 

sentiment analysis using probabilistic calculations. The model is intricately designed 

utilising a logistic regression framework, providing a strong approach for calculating 
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sentiment scores from a probabilistic aspect.We also investigate the crucial process of 

feature selection, specifically focusing on the idea of knowledge acquisition. The 

significance of choosing important and informative characteristics will be explored to 

improve the precision and effectiveness of our sentiment analysis model. The chapter also 

discusses the implementation of sentence embedding using InferSent. This innovative 

method enables us to depict phrases in a multi-dimensional space, conveying their semantic 

content in a detailed and subtle way. It is to improve the depth and accuracy of the sentiment 

analysis algorithm by using InferSent and to provide in-depth analysis of the two 

classification methods used in the proposed model: Support Vector Machine (SVM) and 

Naive Bayes (NB). The classification algorithms are well-known for their efficacy in 

managing intricate datasets and are meticulously included into our model to enhance 

precise sentiment analysis. 

This chapter provides a thorough examination of the theoretical underpinnings, 

approaches, and procedures used in our study. By clarifying these essential elements, the 

researcher provides the foundation for a more profound comprehension of the suggested 

sentiment analysis model and its significance in practical scenarios. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FAKE NEWS DETECTION SYSTEM BASED ON 

PROBABILISTIC SENTIMENT SCORE AND SENTENCE 

EMBEDDING 

 

The proposed system has used concatenated features probabilistic sentiment score 

and sentence embedding to enhance the fake news detection accuracy.The integration of 

probabilistic sentiment scores (PSS) and sentence embeddings is a technique that seeks to 

improve the efficacy and precision of identifying fake data, with the objective of enhancing 

the detection of fake news. Utilizing PSS, which calculates the probability that a news 

article is real or fake according to its sentiment, and sentence embeddings, which extract 

the semantic and contextual details from textual data, is required for that approach.By 

integrating these two methodologies, the detection system acquires an improved 

understanding of the complexities of language and emotion that are present in news articles, 

leading to a more accurate categorization. The sentiment polarity of the text is visible 

through the probabilistic sentiment scores, whereas the semantic meaning and syntactic 

structure of sentences are encoded via sentence embeddings. 

By employing this integrated methodology, a thorough examination of news articles 

is possible, in which both the sentiment conveyed and the contextual information 

incorporated are considered. Through the implementation of these sophisticated 

methodologies, fake news detection systems are capable of more accurately differentiating 

authentic from misleading material, thus reducing the dissemination of false information 

and enhancing the general reliability of sources of news. 

 

4.1 Datasets Description 

The ISOT dataset[83], established by the Information Security and Object 

Technology (ISOT) Research Lab, stands as a pivotal resource in the realm of fake news 

detection. Table 2 provides a glimpse into the dataset's composition, comprising a diverse 

array of articles sourced from contemporary media coverage. Real news articles, 

meticulously curated from Reuter.com, juxtapose alongside their counterfeit counterparts, 
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gleaned from websites flagged as unreliable by esteemed fact-checking entities like 

PolitiFact and Wikipedia. 

Spanning a broad spectrum of subjects, the dataset encompasses articles spanning 

a plethora of themes, although a notable emphasis is observed on political and global 

affairs. This rich diversity affords researchers a comprehensive panorama of the 

contemporary media landscape, facilitating nuanced analyses and insights into the 

proliferation of misinformation. The distribution of articles categorized as "Real" and 

"Fake" is visually depicted in Figure 4.1, underscoring the dataset's balanced representation 

and its potential for robust empirical investigations into fake news phenomena across 

various domains. The ISOT dataset comprises two distinct labels: real and fake news. 

Within the real news category, there are 21,417 samples, distributed across two columns: 

"politicsNews" containing 11,272 samples and "worldnews" containing 10,145 samples as 

depicted in Figure 4.2. These news articles were amassed during the years 2016 and 2017 

as shown in Figure 4.3. Conversely, the fake news category encompasses 23,450 samples 

and is characterized by six columns: "News" with 9,050 samples, "Politics" with 6,833 

samples, "Left News" with 4,454 samples, "Government News" with 1,568 samples, 

"US_News" with 775 samples, and "Middle-East" with 770 samples, as depicted in Table 

4.1. Overall, the combined real and fake news data exhibit eight columns and a total of 

44,867 samples. 

After cleaning and processing the data, a total of 44,658 samples were acquired. 

This dataset was then split into 40,192 samples for training and 4,466 samples for testing 

purposes.The ISOT dataset information is summarised in a Table 4.1, Figure 4.1, Figure 

4.2 and Figure 4.3. 
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Table 4.1 News Categories and Number of News Articles per Category 

Type Number of 

Articles 

Subjects Number of News 

Real 21417 World News 10145 

Political News 11271 

 

 

Fake 

23481 Government News 1570 

Middle East 778 

US News 783 

Left-News 4459 

Politics 6841 

News 9050 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Real and Fake News Count of ISOT Dataset 

21417

23481

Number of News

Real Fake
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        Figure 4.2 Number of Real News according to News Type of ISOT Dataset 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3 Number of Real News according to Year of ISOT Dataset 

 

 Furthermore, the proposed system also implements fake news detection using other 

fake news dataset from Kaggle to highlight the contribution points. The dataset contains 

6206 news articles meticulously curated to represent a balanced distribution between fake 

and real news labels . This equilibrium ensures a robust foundation for analysis and model 

training across various applications in the domain of natural language processing and media 

11272

10145

Numbers of Real News according to News Type

Political News World News

4176

16701

Number of Real News according to Year

2016 2017
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studies. To access and download the dataset through the provided link [84] . This repository 

serves as a valuable resource for researchers, educators, and enthusiasts alike, fostering 

exploration, experimentation, and advancement within the realm of news authenticity 

detection and related field. The dataset was then divided into 80% for training and 20% for 

testing purposes. The nature of the dataset is depicted in the following Figure 4.4.It contains 

3092 fake articles and 3114 real news articles. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 News Distribution of Fake News Dataset 

4.2 The Proposed System Design 

The methodology  proposed for the detection of fake news is a comprehensive 

approach that integrates various techniques, including a Probabilistic Sentiment Score 

(PSS) model, sentence embeddings, and feature selection processes. At the core of the 

methodology lies the fusion of these components to ensure robust and accurate detection 

of misinformation. Preprocessing the data is begun to ensure its cleanliness and readiness 

for analysis. This step involves tasks such as handling missing values, removing duplicates, 

and standardizing the text format. 

The calculation of Probabilistic Sentiment Scores (PSS) is a pivotal aspect of our 

methodology. By employing techniques such as TF-IDF, information gain, and logistic 

3114

3092

News Distribution of Fake News Dataset

Real Fake
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regression (LR), we construct a model capable of assigning sentiment scores to news 

articles, thereby providing insights into their potential credibility. To enhance the 

representation of textual information, sentence embeddings are incorporated into our 

methodology. This allows us to capture both contextual information and word semantics 

effectively, thereby enriching the feature space and improving the performance of the 

model. 

The proposed system consists of five core elements: 

1. Data preprocessing 

2. Calculation of Probabilistic Sentiment Scores (PSS) 

3. Sentence embedding 

4. Feature Combination and Concatenation 

5. Classification using Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machine algorithms 

Each of these elements plays a crucial role in the overall process of detecting fake 

news. The high-level perspective of the proposed system's process is depicted in Figure 4.5, 

providing a comprehensive overview of the workflow. Detailed explanations of each 

component are elaborated upon in subsequent sections, offering insights into the underlying 

methodologies and techniques employed. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Overall Proposed System Design 
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4.3 Data Pre-processing 

In light of the fact that news items obtained from social media platforms are often 

unstructured, extensive, and prone to noise, the stage of data pre-processing plays a 

crucially important role. Pre-processing procedures guarantee the dependability and 

uniformity of the data inputted into machine learning models, thus augmenting the efficacy 

of subsequent analyses. Text analysis frequently utilises methods including feature 

extraction, POS (part of speech) labelling, tokenization, stemming, and stop word removal 

to prepare the data for subsequent processing . The four fundamental stages encompassing 

data pre-processing, as implemented in the present research undertaking, are illustrated in 

Figure 4.6.  Initially, duplicate and missing value rows are eliminated. Subsequently, 

special characters, punctuations, numbers, alphanumeric text, non-English words, and 

stopwords are removed. Tokenization is then applied to split sentences into tokens, 

followed by transformation into lemma form through lemmatization. In order to provide a 

firm basis for later analysis and model building, these processes help to organise, clean, 

and arrange the raw textual data from whence it was obtained. 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Steps of Data Preprocessing 

4.4 Calculation of Probabilistic Sentiment Scores (PSS) 

Compute the probabilistic sentiment score for each entry in the dataset, we employ 

the aforementioned approach. The PSS model effectively discerns between positive (real) 

and negative (fake) sentiments with a high degree of accuracy. Figure 4.7 illustrates the 

scores assigned by the PSS model to ten news articles.   

From these two columns, the first one represents negative sentiment, while the second 

column represents positive sentiment. The sum of the values in both columns equals 1, 
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indicating that each sentiment category is represented proportionally. Therefore, in these 

two columns, the sentiment is represented by the column with the larger value.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Probabilistic Sentiment Scores of 10 News Articles  

A Probabilistic Sentiment Score (PSS) in negative sentiment column, it equals to or 

greater than 0.5 signifies that the news is fake, whereas a score below 0.5 suggests it is real. 

For instance, we classify news articles with IDs "0" and "1" as "Fake," and articles with ID 

"6" as "Real," and so on. Consequently, we select only one column from these two, 

depending on which one has the higher value, to determine the predominant sentiment.  In 

order to integrate these scores with the set of sentence embedding features, one column of 

PSS values is removed. Table 4.2 displays the PSS values for sample news articles. Based 

on these values, we classify news articles with ID "0" and "1" as "Fake," and article with 

ID "6" as "Real," and so forth. 
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Table 4.2 The PSS for Samples of 10 News Articles 

News ID PSS score 

0 0.027921 

1 0.022235 

2 0.023953 

3 0.392562 

4 0.005702 

5 0.070672 

6 0.913594 

7 0.830374 

8 0.014099 

9 0.039716 

  

4.5 Sentence Embedding using InferSent 

There are many sentence embedding methods for feature vector representation. 

Among them, InferSent is more suitable for large and complex rich data than other 

methods. Therfore, the proposed system uses InferSent sentence embedding methods for 

feature generation process. InferSent is a complex approach used in fake news detection to 

convert textual statements into concise numerical representations in a continuous vector 

space. This approach uses a pre-trained deep learning model designed to produce fixed-

length vector embeddings for input texts. These embeddings act as concise representations 

that capture both the semantic content and contextual complexities of the sentences, making 

analysis and comparison more efficient. 

When trying to detect deceptive or misleading information typical of false news, 

sentence embeddings created by InferSent are quite beneficial. InferSent enables machine 

learning models to effectively understand and categorise textual input by converting 

language patterns, syntactic structures, and semantic clues into compact numerical 

representations. Therefore, it helps to identify tiny differences and differentiate between 
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real and false news pieces. Using sentence embedding with InferSent greatly improves the 

analysis and understanding of text in fake news detection systems. This improvement helps 

get better and more accurate categorization results, therefore enhancing the efficiency of 

identifying fake news. The InferSent model is used to create sentence vectors by using the 

infer_vect technique from the gensim Doc2Vec model in this research. Parameter settings 

are methodically specified for the Doc2Vec model to guarantee optimum performance: 

vector_size=100, window=2, min_count=1, and epochs=100. Throughout the 

investigation, the default parameters of the InferSent model are adopted which are 

described as follows: 

 

Table 4.3 The Parameter Value of Sentence Embedding using InferSent 

Parameters Description 

doc_words (list of strings) Represents the input document as a list of words. 

alpha (float, optional): Denotes the learning rate utilized during inference, 

with a default value of 0.1. 

steps (int, optional): Specifies the number of steps (iterations) of 

inference to execute, defaulting to 5. 

infer_subsample (float, optional): Determines the subsampling threshold for common 

words during inference. If none is set, no 

subsampling occurs, with a default value of 0.1. 

start_alpha (float, optional): Refers to the initial learning rate. If not explicitly 

defined, it is automatically set to alpha, with a 

default of none. 
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Figure 4.8 Example of  Sentence Embedding Feature Set  

4.6 Feature Combination and Concatenation 

The sentence embedding features vector is merged or concatenated with the PSS 

features vector to create the proposed feature vector. In ISOT dataset, this combined feature 

vector has a size of (40199, 101) for training data and (467, 101) for testing data. The length 

of the first sentence in Figure 4.9 is one hundred dimensions. These features encapsulate 

the semantic and contextual information extracted from the text data. The Figure 4.10 

illustrates the concatenated feature set, where the last value corresponds to the PSS score. 

This final feature encapsulates the probabilistic sentiment associated with each news 

article, providing valuable insight into its perceived authenticity. By integrating both 

sentence embedding and PSS features into the feature vector, our system captures a 

comprehensive representation of the textual data, enabling more robust and accurate 

classification of fake news. This combined feature set enriches the model's ability to discern 

subtle nuances and patterns in the data, ultimately enhancing its performance in 

distinguishing between real and fake news articles. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Sentence Embedding Features for vector size “100” 
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Figure 4.10 Concatenated Features (Sentence Embedding Features and PSS Feature) 

4.7 Summary 

This chapter embarks on a comprehensive exploration of our proposed model, 

delving deeply into its intricate details. The primary focus lies in elucidating the meticulous 

process through which we derive the PSS (Probabilistic Sentiment Score) from the 

carefully curated set of features. This extraction is accomplished by employing information 

gain as a pivotal criterion, ensuring the selection of the most informative 

attributes.Moreover, the methodology incorporates the utilization of InferSent, a 

sophisticated tool renowned for its proficiency in sentence embedding. Within this 

framework, each sentence is meticulously transformed into a rich 100-dimensional space, 

encapsulating its nuanced semantic essence. Here, the arsenal comprises SVM (Support 

Vector Machine) and NB (Naive Bayes) classifiers, esteemed for their prowess in handling 

diverse data sets with precision and efficacy.The culmination of these endeavors lies in the 

meticulous evaluation of the model's performance. Through rigorous experimentation and 

analysis , its efficacy and robustness are derived insights into. These evaluation results 

serve as the cornerstone for the comprehensive discussion awaiting in the subsequent 

chapter, wherein we delve deeper into the implications, limitations, and avenues for future 

research.  
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION 

 

This section presents the evaluation outcomes of the proposed framework in 

contrast to various frameworks designed for fake news classification. The experiment 

delves into the amalgamation of different features using two classifiers: Naive Bayes and 

Support Vector Machines (SVM) on the ISOT dataset and other fake news dataset from 

Kaggle.The experimental results of various models are meticulously analyzed, 

demonstrating the influence of PSS scores on sentence embedding features and TFIDF 

features across different classifiers. Furthermore, we conduct a comprehensive analysis of 

the performance metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score for each model. 

This evaluation allows us to compare the effectiveness of our framework with others in 

accurately classifying fake news. Through the experiment, it is used to provide valuable 

insights into the optimal feature combinations and classifier selections for improving the 

overall accuracy and reliability of fake news detection systems. 

 

5.1 Model Evaluation 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed technique, various performance 

metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score can be computed using confusion 

matrices. Confusion matrices are especially useful in binary classification scenarios 

involving positive and negative classes, where True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), 

False Negative (FN), and True Negative (TN) values are utilized to construct these matrices 

for each classifier.True Positive (TP) signifies the number of positive observations 

correctly classified by the model. False Negative (FN) represents positive instances 

incorrectly classified as negative. False Positive (FP) denotes negative instances mistakenly 

classified as positive. True Negative (TN) indicates the number of negative instances 

correctly classified. The accuracy of the model, calculated using Equation (5.1), quantifies 

the overall effectiveness of the model by measuring the percentage of correct predictions 

made across all instances. 
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             𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
                                       Equation (5.1) 

Precision, computed using Equation (5.2), evaluates the model's ability to correctly 

identify positive instances among all instances classified as positive. 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
                              Equation (5.2) 

Recall, determined by Equation (5.3), assesses the proportion of true positive 

predictions out of all actual positive instances in the dataset. 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
                              Equation (5.3) 

The F1-score, calculated using Equation (5.4), is a machine learning evaluation 

metric that combines both precision and recall, providing an overall measure of how well 

the model predicts across the entire dataset. 

𝐹1 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =  
2∗𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
                  Equation (5.4) 

These evaluation metrics derived from confusion matrices provide a comprehensive 

understanding of a classifier’s performance, allowing for informed decisions regarding the 

efficacy and suitability of the proposed technique in handling binary classification tasks. 

 

5.2 Proposed System Implementation using ISOT Dataset 

This section describes the classification results of sentence embedding without PSS 

and with PSS based on ISOT Dataset. 

 

5.2.1Classification Results of Sentence Embedding (without PSS) using SVM and NB  

        Classifiers 

The comprehensive analysis detailing the classification report of sentence 

embedding (without PSS) using SVM and NB in the tables below. This report encapsulates 

a thorough evaluation of the model’s performance, including key metrics such as precision, 

recall, F1 score, and accuracy, providing valuable insights into its efficacy in classifying 

data instances within the given context.The table showcases a detailed breakdown of the 

model’s performance across multiple classes or categories, highlighting its ability to 
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correctly identify and classify data points belonging to each category. Metrics such as 

precision illuminate the model’s capability to accurately identify positive instances within 

a specific class, while recall measures its effectiveness in capturing all positive instances 

within that class. The F1 score, a harmonic mean of precision and recall, offers a balanced 

assessment of the model’s overall performance. Additionally, the accuracy metric provides 

a comprehensive overview of the model’s overall correctness in classifying data instances 

across all classes. This metric is particularly crucial as it reflects the model’s ability to make 

accurate predictions and minimize misclassifications. Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 displays the 

test results of accuracy of classification result without PSS using SVM and NB . 

 

Table 5.1 Classification Report for Sentence Embedding (without PSS) using SVM 

 

Table 5.2 Classification Report for Sentence Embedding (without PSS) using NB 

 

5.2.2  Classification Results of Sentence Embedding (with PSS) using SVM and NB  

Classifiers 

The proposed system described the system sccuracy increase due to combined 

features (sentence embedding+PSS) in the previous chapter. The following Tables depict 

the classification report using these combined features. 

Table 5.3 Classification Report for Sentence Embedding (with PSS) using SVM 

 

 

 

 

 

Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 

1 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.98 

Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.95 0.94 0.97 0.95 

1 0.95 0.96 0.94 0.95 

Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 

1 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 
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Table 5.4 Classification Report for Sentence Embedding (with PSS) using NB 

 

 

 

As depicted in Table 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, the proposed methods, SVM (with PSS) 

and NB (with PSS), exhibit superior performance in terms of accuracy, precision, and recall 

compared to NB (without PSS) and SVM (without PSS). Notably, all performance 

evaluations of the two classifiers with PSS surpass those without PSS values and the 

comparison results are depicted in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. Additionally, the results 

indicate a consistent trend where SVM outperforms NB across all evaluation metrics. This 

discrepancy can be attributed to NB's limitations in handling sparse language data, 

primarily due to its exclusive reliance on co-occurrences with class labels, which may 

deviate from linguistic and semantic nuances. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Results of Fake News Detection by SVM 

96

97

98

99

Accuracy(%) Precision(%) Recall(%) F1-Score(%)

Results of Fake News Detection using SVM

SVM(with PSS) SVM(without PSS)

Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.99 

1 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 
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Figure 5.2 Results of Fake News Detection by NB 

Furthermore, the proposed system implements sub models using other fake news 

dataset from Kaggle to highlight the contribution point in the next section. 

 

5.3 Proposed System Implementation using other Fake News Dataset from Kaggle 

This section implements the fake news detection system based on various features: 

TF-IDF, TF-IDF+PSS, Sentence embedding, Sentence embedding+PSS(without Infogain) 

and Sentence embedding+PSS(with Infogain) using SVM and NB classifiers and compare 

the classification results. 

 

5.3.1 Classification Result of TF-IDF using SVM and NB Classifiers 

The comprehensive analysis detailing the classification report for 3000,4000 and 

5000 TFIDF features combined with SVM is visually presented in the table below. Table 

5.5 displays the test results of accuracy at 84% for 3000 features, aiming to improve clarity 

and aid in understanding.  

Table 5.5 Classification Report for TFIDF(3000) with SVM 

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

Accuracy(%) Precision(%) Recall(%) F1-score(%)

Result of Fake News Detection using NB

NB(with PSS) NB(without PSS)

Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.84 0.82 0.85 0.83 

1 0.84 0.86 0.83 0.84 
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The following table shows the classification report for 4000 TFIDF features and the 

82% accuracy attained using SVM. 

Table 5.6 Classification Report for TFIDF(4000) with SVM 

 

 

 

The following table shows the classification report for 5000 TFIDF features and the 

81% accuracy attained using SVM. 

 

Table 5.7 Classification Report for TFIDF(5000) with SVM 

 

According to the comprehensive analysis presented in the classification report, it is 

evident that the SVM model exhibited its peak accuracy when integrated with 3000 TFIDF 

features while being tested on the dataset. This signifies a remarkable level of precision in 

classifying data instances, as clearly depicted in the accompanying figure. Nevertheless, 

this also hints at the potential presence of noise within the TFIDF features, indicating a 

necessity for their refinement through dimension reduction techniques to ensure optimal 

model performance. 

The discerned high accuracy achieved with 3000 TFIDF features underscores their 

effectiveness in capturing relevant information and contributing significantly to the 

classification process. However, the identification of noise within these features 

necessitates a strategic approach to filter out irrelevant or redundant information. 

Dimension reduction methods such as information gain or feature selection algorithms can 

aid in streamlining the TFIDF feature space, thereby enhancing model efficiency and 

mitigating the impact of noise on classification outcomes. 

 

 

Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.82 0.80 0.90 0.85 

1 0.82 0.89 0.60 0.72 

Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.81 0.79 0.90 0.84 

1 0.81 0.89 0.57 0.70 
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Table 5.8 Classification Report for TFIDF(3000) with NB 

 

In contrast, while the SVM model showcased exceptional performance with 3000 

TFIDF features, the presence of noise within these features emphasizes the importance of 

implementing dimension reduction strategies to optimize model accuracy and robustness 

in real-world applications. 

As previously highlighted, it has been established that SVM demonstrates its 

highest performance when paired with TF-IDF 3000. Leveraging this insight, it is decided 

to apply TF-IDF 3000 in conjunction with Naïve Bayes to the test dataset. The resulting 

outcome of this model is depicted in the Figure 5.3 below, providing a visual representation 

of the performance metrics and comparative analysis between the various configurations 

tested. This approach enables us to assess the effectiveness and suitability of TF-IDF 3000 

in combination with Naïve Bayes, shedding light on its performance in real-world testing 

scenarios and contributing valuable insights to the ongoing exploration of optimal 

classification methodologies. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Classification results with each TF-IDF Features Dimension 

 

Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.79 0.75 0.82 0.79 

1 0.79 0.83 0.75 0.79 
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The experimental results clearly highlight the superior performance of utilizing 

TFIDF 3000 in conjunction with SVM, showcasing an impressive accuracy rate of 84%. 

This outcome stands out as it surpasses the accuracies achieved with TFIDF 4000 and 5000 

configurations. Notably, TFIDF 3000 combined with SVM outperforms TFIDF used 

alongside Naïve Bayes. This finding underscores the efficacy and potential advantages of 

leveraging SVM in tandem with TFIDF 3000 for classification tasks, showcasing its ability 

to yield more precise and reliable results compared to alternative approaches. 

 

5.3.2 Classification Result of TF-IDF (with PSS) using SVM and NB Classifiers 

This section delves into the impressive results achieved through SVM classification 

utilizing TFIDF in conjunction with PSS, boasting an outstanding accuracy of 87%, as 

vividly illustrated in Table 5.9. Building upon our earlier discussion of SVM’s performance 

when utilizing TFIDF alone, which yielded a commendable accuracy of 84%, the 

incorporation of PSS into the SVM-based TFIDF classification process has resulted in a 

significant 3% increase in accuracy. This notable improvement serves as a testament to the 

efficacy and utility of PSS in augmenting the predictive capabilities of the SVM model, 

underscoring its invaluable contribution to the classification process. 

 

Table 5.9 Classification result of SVM using TFIDF with PSS 

 

This section examines the outcomes of employing NB for classification with TFIDF 

in conjunction with PSS, resulting in a notable accuracy rate of 81%, as illustrated in the 

Table  5.10. Comparatively, as outlined in the prior section, NB utilization of TFIDF alone 

yielded an accuracy of 79%. Consequently, integrating PSS into the NB-based TFIDF 

classification process led to a substantial 2% increase in accuracy. This enhancement 

underscores the efficacy of incorporating PSS to enhance the predictive capabilities of the 

NB model, emphasizing its effectiveness within the classification framework. Moving 

Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.87 0.85 0.87 0.86 

1 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.87 
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forward, we will delve deeper into the specific mechanisms through which PSS contributes 

to these improvements and explore potential avenues for further optimization. 

 

Table 5.10 Classification Result of NB  using TFIDF with PSS 

 

As the progress, the focus will shift towards a deeper examination of the specific 

mechanisms through which PSS contributes to these substantial accuracy improvements. 

Additionally, potential avenues will be explored for further optimization to harness the full 

potential of PSS in refining and enhancing classification models for diverse applications. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. 4 Compare the Results of TF-IDF and Combined TF-IDF and PSS with SVM and NB 

As visually depicted in the Figure 5.4, the incorporation of PSS has demonstrated a 

significant enhancement in the performance of TFIDF features when utilized in conjunction 

with both SVM (Support Vector Machine) and NB (Naïve Bayes) classification models. 

Specifically, PSS has been instrumental in improving the accuracy of TFIDF features by 

3% when paired with SVM and by 2% when integrated with NB. 
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Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.81 0.78 0.85 0.81 

1 0.81 0.85 0.78 0.81 
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This substantial improvement underscores the effectiveness of PSS in refining the 

predictive capabilities of these classification models. By leveraging PSS, the models can 

better discern patterns and relationships within the feature space, leading to more accurate 

and reliable classification outcomes. The 3% gain in accuracy observed with SVM and the 

2% enhancement with NB highlight the versatility of PSS in positively impacting various 

classification algorithms, irrespective of their underlying mechanisms. 

Furthermore, this enhancement in accuracy showcases the potential of 

incorporating advanced sampling techniques like PSS to augment the performance of 

machine learning models, particularly in scenarios where feature space complexities can 

hinder traditional classification approaches. The results presented in the figure validate the 

importance of considering innovative strategies like PSS to optimize model performance 

and enhance the overall efficacy of classification systems in real-world applications. 

 

5.3.3 Classification Result of Sentence Embedding (without PSS) using SVM and NB  

         Classifiers 

SVM classification utilizing sentence embedding, but without the inclusion of a 

probabilistic sentiment score (PSS), achieves an impressive accuracy rate of 90% in Table 

5.11. Similarly, when employing Naïve Bayes (NB) for classification under the same 

conditions, an accuracy level of 85% is attained in Table 5.12. These results highlight the 

robustness and effectiveness of both SVM and NB in accurately categorizing data instances 

based on sentence embeddings, showcasing their capability to handle complex linguistic 

features and nuances within textual data. 

 

Table 5.11 Classification Result of SVM using Sentence Embedding without a Probabilistic Sentiment 

Score (PSS) 

 

Expanding on these findings, the high accuracy achieved by SVM and NB 

underscores their suitability for tasks requiring sophisticated text analysis and sentiment 

Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.90 0.87 0.93 0.90 

1 0.90 0.93 0.87 0.90 
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classification. The utilization of sentence embeddings, which capture semantic and 

contextual information from text, further enhances the models’ ability to discern subtle 

variations in sentiment and meaning, leading to more precise classification outcomes. 

Moreover, these results emphasize the importance of considering different 

classification algorithms and feature representations when dealing with natural language 

processing tasks. By exploring various techniques such as sentence embedding and model-

specific enhancements like PSS, researchers and practitioners can unlock new avenues for 

improving the accuracy and robustness of sentiment analysis and text classification 

systems. The successful classification outcomes achieved by SVM and NB using sentence 

embedding without PSS underscore their efficacy in handling complex textual data, paving 

the way for advancements in fake news detection and related NLP applications. 

 

Table 5.12 Classification Result of NB using Sentence Embedding without a Probabilistic Sentiment 

Score (PSS) 

 

The Figure 5.5  illustrates a comparative analysis of the experimental outcomes 

achieved using TFIDF features and sentence embedding features in conjunction with SVM 

and NB classifiers. It is noteworthy to mention that in this model setup, the probabilistic 

sentiment score (PSS) was not utilized alongside the sentence embedding (SE) features. 

Upon analyzing the results, it is  observed that both SVM and NB classifiers exhibit 

an improvement of 6% in accuracy when using sentence embedding features compared to 

TFIDF features alone. This finding highlights the potential of sentence embedding as a 

feature representation method for enhancing the performance of classification models. 

The utilization of sentence embedding features offers several advantages, such as 

capturing semantic information and contextual nuances, which are often missed by 

traditional TFIDF-based approaches. This richer feature representation enables the 

classifiers to make more informed decisions, resulting in improved accuracy rates. 

Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.85 0.82 0.86 0.84 

1 0.85 0.87 0.83 0.85 
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Furthermore, the absence of PSS in conjunction with sentence embedding suggests 

that the inherent features extracted from the text alone are sufficiently informative for 

achieving notable accuracy gains. However, it is worth exploring how incorporating PSS 

alongside sentence embedding features could further enhance the model’s predictive 

capabilities and whether it leads to additional improvements in accuracy. 

 

Figure 5.5 The Comparison Results of TFIDF standalone with Sentence Embedding using SVM and 

NB 

 

Overall, the comparison presented in the Figure 5.5 underscores the effectiveness 

of sentence embedding features in conjunction with SVM and NB classifiers, showcasing 

their potential to elevate the performance of fake news classification tasks. 

 

5.3.4 Classification Result of Sentence Embedding (with PSS) using SVM and NB   

          Classifiers 

SVM classification, which integrates Support Vector Machines with advanced 

sentence embedding techniques and incorporates a Probabilistic Sentiment Score (PSS), 

showcases remarkable performance, achieving an impressive accuracy rate of 90% as 

depicted in Table 5.13. Similarly, when applying Naïve Bayes (NB) for classification under 

identical conditions, it also attains a high accuracy level of 87%, as illustrated in Table 

5.14. An interesting observation from our analysis is that the inclusion of PSS has a positive 
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impact on the sentence embedding features. More precisely, PSS can increase the accuracy 

of NB by 2%, but it does not have any effect on SVM because the accuracies remain the 

same whether or not PSS classification is used with SVM.  

 

Table 5.13 Classification of SVM using Sentence Embedding with a Probabilistic Sentiment Score  

 

These results underscore the robustness and effectiveness of NB methodologies in 

handling sentiment analysis tasks, especially when leveraging sophisticated techniques like 

sentence embedding and integrating PSS into the classification process. This emphasizes 

the reliability and efficiency of these approaches in accurately categorizing fake news in 

textual data, making them valuable tools for extracting meaningful insights from large 

volumes of textual content. 

 

Table 5.14 Classification of NB using Sentence Embedding with a Probabilistic Sentiment Score  

 

The overall performance depicted in the Figure 5.6 serves to emphasize and 

highlight the efficacy of utilizing sentence embedding features in combination with 

Probabilistic Sentiment Score (PSS), both with and without PSS, in tandem with SVM and 

NB classifiers. This comparison underscores their collective potential to significantly 

enhance the performance and accuracy of fake news classification tasks. By integrating 

sentence embedding features, the classifiers can better capture the nuanced semantics and 

contextual information present in the text, enabling more precise and reliable classification 

of fake news articles. The inclusion of PSS further augments this capability by providing 

additional sentiment-based insights, which can serve as valuable indicators in 

distinguishing between genuine and misleading content. 

Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.90 0.87 0.93 0.90 

1 0.90 0.93 0.88 0.90 

Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.87 0.85 0.88 0.87 

1 0.87 0.89 0.86 0.88 
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Figure 5.6 Comparison Results of Sentence Embedding, Sentence Embedding with PSS using SVM 

and NB 

The comparison presented in the figure 5.6 serves as a testament to the effectiveness 

of these advanced techniques in elevating the sophistication and accuracy of fake news 

detection systems. It showcases the significant strides made in leveraging cutting-edge 

technologies to combat the spread of misinformation and enhance the trustworthiness of 

information dissemination platforms. 

 

5.3.5 The Impact of Information Gain from the PSS on Sentence Embedding 

In the previous discussion, the complexities involved in computing the Probabilistic 

Sentiment Score (PSS) were explored by leveraging TFIDF features alongside logistic 

regression. The TFIDF feature dimension represents the breadth of the dataset’s lexicon, 

which, in the specific case, encompasses a vast array of features. To assess the relevance 

of each feature to the target, we employed information gain, resulting in a selection of 3000 

features with their respective infogain values depicted in the accompanying figure. The 

criterion for feature selection was an infogain score exceeding 0.1, leading us to identify 

and retain 100 features out of the initial pool. The Figure 5.7  illustrates the indices of these 

100 features. 
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Figure 5.7 Information Gain Score of the best 100 features 

When PSS scores were initially employed from TFIDF 3000 features for fake news 

classification using sentence embedding classify with the Naïve Bayes (NB) and SVM 

algorithms, the system achieved a commendable accuracy rate of 87% and 90%. However, 

given the vastness of this feature set, it is likely that certain features within it may not 

significantly contribute to the classification outcomes. 

To tackle this potential issue and streamline the classification process,  the concept 

of information gain is implemented  to reduce the feature dimensionality, specifically for 

computing the PSS score.  

 

Table 5.15 Classification Result of NB 

 

By selecting the top 100 features with the highest information gain, we noticed no 

difference in accuracy, with the NB and SVM-based classifications achieving an accuracy 

rate of 87% and 90% as shown in Table 5.15 and 5.16, respectively, compared to the PSS 

score without information gain. This finding underscores the efficacy of employing feature 

selection techniques like information gain to bolster model performance by focusing on the 

most informative features while discarding less relevant ones. 

Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.86 

1 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.87 
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Table 5.16 Classification Result of SVM 

 

By leveraging selected features with high information gain, it can not only maintain 

accuracy but also reduce the time complexity of PSS model training. By utilizing specific 

characteristics that have a significant impact on the amount of useful information, it may 

not only preserve the precision but also decrease the computational complexity of training 

the PSS model. Despite our research not specifically exploring the time-consuming aspect, 

the focus remained on showcasing the precision exhibited by our models. This led to the 

development of a hypothesis suggesting that the computation of the PSS score could be 

effectively accomplished using a subset of features. In this context, the recommendation 

leans towards selecting the top 100 features as optimal for the task. By doing so, it is 

necessary to avoid incorporating the entire  to incorporate the entire feature set, as our 

findings suggest that the inclusion of all features isn't necessary to maintain satisfactory 

PSS performance. This insight not only highlights the potential for efficiency gains in 

computational resources but also underscores the robustness of our model, demonstrating 

its ability to deliver accurate results while operating with reduced complexity.  

 

 

 

 

Class Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.90 0.87 0.93 0.90 

1 0.90 0.93 0.88 0.90 
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Figure 5. 8 Mutual Information (MI) Impact from PSS Score 

Figure 5.8 presented  the detail of the accuracy metrics of various models, 

highlighting the standout performers in the analysis. The most notable models are those 

that integrate sentence embeddings with Probabilistic Sentiment Scores (PSS) and are 

classified by Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Naïve Bayes (NB), achieving an 

impressive accuracy rate of 90% each.Furthermore, the exploration delves into the impact 

of PSS scores on model accuracy, particularly when used in conjunction with different 

features. It is found that solely incorporating PSS scores without considering information 

gain does not significantly enhance model accuracy, especially when compared to the 

efficacy of utilizing sentence embedding features. 

However, the integration of PSS scores with TFIDF (Term Frequency-Inverse 

Document Frequency) features and subsequent classification by SVM demonstrates a 

remarkable improvement in accuracy, achieving an impressive 87% accuracy rate. This 

finding underscores the synergistic effect of combining fake news analysis with traditional 

text features, leading to enhanced performance in classification tasks. 

Overall, the analysis emphasizes the importance of feature selection and integration 

strategies in achieving optimal model accuracy. By leveraging advanced techniques such 
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as sentence embeddings, probabilistic sentiment scores, and appropriate classification 

algorithms like SVM and NB, it can significantly enhance the accuracy and effectiveness 

of machine learning models in tasks such as fake news detection. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Comparison of Different Model’s Accuracy 

5.4 Comparison of Classification Results between ISOT and other Fake News  

        Dataset 

The impact of Probabilistic Sentiment Scores (PSS) is analysed on sentence 

embedding features across various datasets, as illustrated in the following Figure 5.10. The 

study involves evaluating how integrating PSS with sentence embeddings affects the 

performance of classification models. By comparing results across two datasets: ISOT and 

other fake news dataset. It aims to determine the consistency and effectiveness of this 

approach. The figure provides a visual representation of the performance metrics, 

highlighting the improvements in accuracy, precision, and recall achieved by incorporating 

PSS scores. The comprehensive analysis helps to underscore the potential benefits of 

combining sentiment analysis with sentence embeddings in enhancing model performance. 
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Figure 5.10 The impact of PSS on Sentence Embedding features on ISOT Dataset and Fake News 

Dataset 

 

As illustrated in the above figure, the impact of Probabilistic Sentiment Score (PSS) 

on sentence embedding features when using NB on the ISOT dataset results in a 3% 

improvement in accuracy. For the other fake news dataset, the improvement achieved is 

2%. When applying SVM on the ISOT dataset, there is a 1% improvement in accuracy with 

the inclusion of PSS compared to without PSS. However, on the other fake news dataset, 

the inclusion of PSS does not result in a significant improvement. This indicates that while 

PSS enhance the performance of NB and SVM on the ISOT dataset, its effect is less 

pronounced on the other fake news dataset. 

 

5.5 Summary 

 This chapter delves into the experimental outcomes obtained from employing 

various models that combine different features for classification using Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) and Naïve Bayes (NB) using ISOT dataset and other small fake news 

dataset from Kaggle. 

In ISOT dataset, the proposed methods: NB (with PSS) and SVM (with PSS) could 

stand tallest around (98.46%,98.99%), (98.5% ,99%) and (98.5% ,99%) in accuracy, 
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precision and recall rather than NB (without PSS) and SVM (without PSS). All 

performance evaluations of two classifiers with PSS are better than these two classifiers 

without PSS values.  Moreover, based on the results, we can also conclude that SVM 

performs better than NB in all evaluation metrics. Because, NB cannot handle well sparsely 

of languages due to its solely examination of co-occurrences with class labels, which is a 

little far precision from the language linguistics and semantic concepts.  

Moreover, the proposed system highlights the contribution using another fake news 

dataset with various features. Initially, the results are presented which are obtained from 

utilizing 3000, 4000, and 5000 TFIDF features with SVM and NB. Among these, the 

TFIDF 3000 feature set achieves the highest accuracy at 84%, surpassing the accuracies of 

82% for 4000 TFIDF features and 81% for 5000 TFIDF features. From these results, it is a 

deduction that TFIDF features may not consistently perform well in high-dimensional 

spaces due to the presence of noise features, necessitating the use of feature dimensionality 

reduction techniques. 

Next,  the influence of Probabilistic Sentiment Score (PSS) is analysed on TFIDF 

feature classification with SVM and NB. It is demonstrated that integrating the PSS score 

can enhance SVM accuracy by 3%, resulting in 87% accuracy, and NB accuracy by 2%, 

reaching 81%. The research reveals that the PSS score, derived from TFIDF features using 

a logistic regression model, already encapsulates target information, which is then utilized 

as an input feature, thereby positively impacting the classification outcome. 

Moving on, sentence embedding features are explored with SVM and NB, 

achieving 90% and 85% accuracy, respectively. These results indicate a 6% accuracy 

improvement over TFIDF features for both classifiers. Sentence embedding features 

outperform TFIDF features due to their utilization of word embedding (such as doc2vec) 

for semantic information and treating each sentence as a feature, thereby incorporating 

contextual information in addition to statistical considerations. 

In addition, it is shown that combining the PSS score with phrase embedding 

features results in a 90% accuracy for SVM and a 90% accuracy for NB. This demonstrates 

a 2% improvement for SVM compared to other models, while NB maintains the same 

accuracy without the PSS feature. Additionally, the investigation of the impact of 
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information gain score derived from PSS are done on model accuracy. While information 

gain scores do not enhance accuracy, they can decrease the complexity of features and time. 

In summary, the research highlights the positive impact of PSS score on TFIDF 

features and sentence embedding features when classified with SVM and NB. Moreover, 

we emphasize the importance of infogain score for PSS features in enhancing model 

accuracy. In the subsequent chapter, the discussion of the conclusions drawn from the 

research and outline future directions for exploration are described. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

 This chapter describes  into the conclusion of the research, which centers on the 

development of a novel fake news detection framework. The approach utilizes a 

combination of probabilistic sentiment scores (PSS) as a feature alongside sentence 

embedding features, aiming to overcome the limitations of existing fake news detection 

systems that primarily rely on word embedding features. Traditional fake news detection 

systems often utilize word embedding features, but these approaches may struggle with 

semantic nuances and lack coverage of contextual features. To address these challenges, 

our research introduces the use of sentence embedding features, which capture a broader 

context and provide a more comprehensive understanding of the text.  InferSent, a tool 

developed by Facebook is leveraged, to generate high-quality sentence embeddings from 

the textual data. 

Additionally, an idea is contributed by incorporating probabilistic sentiment scores 

as a feature. These scores are derived from a logistic regression classifier, which classifies 

the sentiment of the text. This sentiment classification result is then integrated with the 

sentence features, enhancing the overall detection capability of our framework.To evaluate 

the effectiveness of the proposed method, experiments are conducted using two 

classification models, including Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Naive Bayes (NB), 

on the ISOT dataset and other fake news dataset for fake news detection research. The 

results indicate that the approach, combining sentence embedding features with PSS and 

employing NB and SVM classifiers, achieves the highest accuracy rate of 99%, 

outperforming the model without PSS. 

Furthermore, the research goes beyond accuracy metrics and delves into analyzing 

the impact of PSS scores on traditional TFIDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document 

Frequency) features and sentence embeddings. The influence of PSS scores is explored on 

the classification results using information gain analysis, providing a comprehensive 

understanding of how sentiment analysis can enhance fake news detection capabilities. 

Overall, the study showcases the effectiveness of incorporating probabilistic 

sentiment scores and sentence embeddings in fake news detection frameworks, 
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demonstrating significant improvements in accuracy and highlighting the importance of 

considering contextual and sentiment-based features in text classification tasks. 

Classification models using Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Naive Bayes (NB) 

with various feature combinations. Initially, results from TFIDF feature sets of different 

dimensions are presented, emphasizing the need for dimensionality reduction techniques 

due to noise features in high-dimensional spaces. The influence of Probabilistic Sentiment 

Score (PSS) on TFIDF feature classification with SVM and NB is analyzed, showcasing 

notable accuracy improvements when integrating PSS scores. Furthermore, the exploration 

of sentence embedding features demonstrates their superiority over TFIDF features, 

leveraging semantic and contextual information for enhanced accuracy. 

The integration of PSS scores with sentence embedding features yields significant 

accuracy improvements for both SVM and NB classifiers. Additionally, the impact of 

information gain score derived from PSS on accuracy is investigated, highlighting its 

beneficial role in model performance. In summary, the research emphasizes the positive 

impact of PSS scores on TFIDF and sentence embedding features when classified with 

SVM and NB, emphasizing the importance of infogain for PSS features. The abstract hints 

at further discussions in future chapters regarding conclusions drawn and potential 

directions for future research in this domain. 

 

6.1 Advantages and Limitations 

  Although the research has achieved remarkable results using sentence embedding 

integrated with probabilistic sentiment scores and classified with Support Vector Machines 

(SVM) and Naive Bayes (NB), there are still some limitations that need to be addressed as 

following. 

Subtle linguistic nuances: Using sentence embedding features for fake news 

detection presents several limitations. Firstly, there is  a risk of losing detailed information 

and context as sentence embeddings focus on capturing the overall semantic meaning of a 

sentence. This approach may overlook subtle linguistic nuances, word-level 

inconsistencies, or specific textual patterns that could signal fake news. 

Interpretability: One of the limitations is the interpretability of the model. While 

the combined approach may yield high accuracy, understanding why certain decisions are 
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made by the model can be challenging. This lack of interpretability can be a drawback, 

especially in critical applications where transparency is crucial. 

Domain-Specific Adaptation: The effectiveness of the model may vary across 

different domains or topics. It is  important to assess the model's performance in various 

contexts to ensure its generalizability and adaptability to different types of fake news. 

Scalability: As the dataset size increases, the computational resources required to 

train and deploy the model also increase. Ensuring scalability and efficiency, especially in 

real-time applications or with large-scale datasets, is a challenge that needs to be addressed. 

Robustness to Adversarial Attacks: Fake news generators may actively try to 

evade detection by crafting misleading content specifically designed to fool the model. 

Enhancing the model's robustness against such adversarial attacks is an ongoing research 

challenge. 

 

6.2 Future Work 

While the research has indeed achieved good accuracy in fake news detection, there 

are still several areas we need to address. Firstly, the applicability of the model must be 

expanded by testing it on a Myanmar news dataset to ensure its effectiveness across 

different linguistic and cultural contexts. Additionally, it is necessary to explore the 

capabilities of end-to-end models such as the transformer model to enhance the robustness 

and scalability of the approach. These steps are crucial for advancing the reliability and 

generalizability of the fake news detection system. 
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